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ABSTRACT

The Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis System (AFDAS) is a strain based fatigue data collection and analysis system, fitted to several aircraft types including eleven of the RAAF’s F-111 fleet. AFDAS gauge strain data from various static strain surveys were used to develop transfer functions which relate strain from the AFDAS gauges to stresses at nearby control points as well as aircraft loading information. Relating the strain to load was a straightforward exercise, and in some cases it was also a simple matter to relate AFDAS strain to control point stress. In many cases however, the process of establishing a link between AFDAS strain and control point stress involved utilising existing load to stress relationships from the manufacturer. This process identified deficiencies/inaccuracies in several of the "manufacturer’s stress equations". This report documents the development of the transfer functions, and details the deficiencies in the manufacturer’s stress equations. Additional work to develop the transfer functions by direct analysis is recommended.
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Executive Summary

The structural integrity of the Royal Australian Air Force’s (RAAF) F-111 aircraft is essential to Australia’s strategic defence planning. It is envisaged that the aircraft will continue to operate well into the twenty-first century, and as a result there is an ongoing requirement for investigating and analysing aircraft loads and stresses, as well as for looking for other developments and improvements in flight data collection.

At present, the only on board facilities that record aircraft structural parameters are the fatigue meter (which records vertical acceleration occurrences) and a strain based fatigue data collection and analysis system known as AFDAS (Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis System). AFDAS is comprised of a central processor and recorder unit known as a Strain Range Pair Counter, and twelve channels for recording data from various locations on the structure. Eleven of the channels are linked to strain sensors placed at fatigue critical regions, and one channel records vertical acceleration. Eleven aircraft of the RAAF F-111 fleet are currently fitted with AFDAS (including both ex F-111A and original F-111C variants).

Structural integrity of the RAAF’s F-111 fleet is assured by the implementation of a Durability And Damage Tolerance Assessment (DADTA) program. The DADTA relies on identifying “control points” which are structurally significant locations where fatigue cracking can potentially occur in service. Knowledge of the stress spectrum at these control points is a vital input to the DADTA process. In the past, the control point spectra were obtained from an analogue system known as a Multi Channel Recorder (MCR). The MCR system has been obsolete for several years and is no longer fitted to any RAAF F-111 aircraft. The collection of current spectrum information can now only be achieved by using AFDAS.

To achieve this, transfer functions need to be developed to relate the AFDAS strains to the stresses at a nearby control point. Using measurements from static strain surveys, AFDAS strain data were expressed as a function of load, for example wing pivot bending moment. These loads were then related to the standard manufacturer’s load to stress relationships as used in the DADTA process, to produce the required transfer function. This process identified inaccuracies in several of the standard load to stress equations. This report documents the development of the transfer functions. Due to the deficiencies which were discovered, only some of the transfer functions can be used immediately. A recommendation is made to determine the transfer functions for the remaining locations via other means, ie: conventional stress analysis and/or Finite Element Analysis.
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APPENDICES A-E
# Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Young's Modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Mach Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nz</td>
<td>vertical acceleration (g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>non dimensional wing span station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{TAC}$</td>
<td>$(1/314.8) \times$ (distance from pivot along the 26% chord line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{SAC}$</td>
<td>$(1/358) \times$ (distance from pivot along the 26% chord line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu\varepsilon$</td>
<td>microstrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$ (or WSA)</td>
<td>Wing Sweep Angle (of the leading edge)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List of abbreviations

a/c  aircraft
AFDAS Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis System
AMRL Aeronautical & Maritime Research Laboratory
B.L. Buttock Line
C.G. Centre of gravity
CPLT Cold Proof Load Test
CLBA Columbia (type of strain gauge used for AFDAS)
DADTA Durability And Damage Tolerance Assessment
dia. diameter
DLL Design Limit Load
FLBM Fuselage Lateral Bending Moment
F.S. Fuselage Station
Fus.Shear Fuselage Shear
Fus.Torque Fuselage Torque
FVBM Fuselage Vertical Bending Moment
FVH/FFH Fuel Vent Hole / Fuel Flow Hole
GD General Dynamics
HTBM Horizontal Tail Bending Moment
HTTPS Horizontal Tail Pivot Shaft
lb pound force
LFVH/RFVH Left Fuel Vent Hole / Right Fuel Vent Hole
LFWC Lockheed Fort Worth Corporation
LH or L/H Left Hand
LHLPV/RHLPV Left Hand Low Pressure Valve (similarly for right side)
LHRP/RHRP Left Hand Rear Plank (similarly for right side)
LHWW1/RHWW1 refers to Left Hand Wing gauge W1 (similarly for right side)
MCR Multi Channel Recorder
MIP or MIPS Mega inch-pounds (ie: $10^6$ x inch-pounds)
NTLL Nacelle Tie Link Load
psi pounds per square inch
RAAF Royal Australian Air Force
RH or R/H Right Hand
RSS Rear Spar Station
SAC Strategic Air Command (long-wing variants: FB-111A, F-111C/G)
SLMP Service Life Monitoring Program
SRPC Strain Range Pair Counter
TAC Tactical Air Command (short-wing variants: F-111A/E/F)
VTBM Vertical Tail Bending Moment
WBM Wing Bending Moment
WCTB Wing Carry Through Box
WPF Wing Pivot Fitting
WPBM Wing Pivot Bending Moment
WBM_{xx} / WBM_{yy} Wing Bending Moment about the “xx” axis (or “yy” axis)
W.L. Water Line
WPF Wing Pivot Fitting
WPT Wing Pivot Torque
WRSF Wing Root Shear Force
WSA Wing Sweep Angle
1. Introduction

The Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis System (AFDAS) is an onboard, strain based fatigue data collection and analysis system utilised on several RAAF aircraft types. The system consists of a central processor and recorder (Strain Range Pair Counter, SRPC) and strain gauge sensors placed near fatigue critical locations on the structure. The current version of the system (Mark III) records data from 11 strain channels and one C.G. vertical acceleration channel. Although a number of aircraft in the RAAF’s F-111 fleet are fitted with the system, the resulting data outputs have not yet been integrated into the aircraft’s structural integrity management plans.

The RAAF currently carry out their structural fatigue life analyses based on Durability and Damage Tolerance Assessment (DADTA) techniques. These DADTA calculations use a flight spectrum derived from a series of flights conducted in the mid 1980’s, making use of Multi Channel Recorder (MCR) measurements of various flight parameters.

With the MCR no longer in use, AFDAS is the only means of recording multiple channels of in-flight data. It can also provide up-to-date information about current flying practices. Most importantly it can provide data that can be directly linked to aircraft loads and control point stresses. However, in order for the AFDAS data to be utilised, transfer functions are required to relate AFDAS strains to control point (DADTA item) stresses and/or aircraft loads.

AFDAS sensor signals are processed according to a range-pair counting algorithm and the counts are stored in a 120 cell array called a range-pair table. The data in these tables can be converted to either control point (ie: critical structural location) stresses or load information which can then be utilised in fatigue analyses and load spectrum studies respectively. The conversion process however requires knowledge of transfer functions to relate the strain at a particular point to either stress at some adjacent point or to a load such as Wing Pivot Bending Moment (WPBM).

The creation of transfer functions was possible using information from a variety of sources, including strain surveys and load to stress relationships developed from a combination of analysis and test. Numerous strain surveys have already been conducted in Australia and the US, while the load to stress relationships (hereafter referred to as stress equations) were developed by the aircraft’s manufacturer, General Dynamics (GD) (References 1, 2 and 3).

It is important to note that each strain sensor channel is independently monitored and therefore it is only possible to apply a single scaling factor as the transfer function, ie: it is not possible to use scaling factor relationships which vary with parameters such as wing sweep angle. If the AFDAS sensor is located sufficiently close to the control point where the stress is required, it should respond to combinations of load and configuration in direct proportion to the stress/strain at the control point and a single
unique scaling factor should apply. In many cases documented in this report however, the scaling factor which was developed does vary with wing sweep and/or loading direction. Loading direction can be accommodated by AFDAS in that peaks can be presumed to be associated with one loading direction and troughs with the other direction, so two scaling factors can apply. When the scaling factor varies with wing sweep however, it means that either the strain sensor is located too distant from the control point and/or the manufacturer's stress equation which was used as part of the process is not accurate in that it does not accurately account for wing sweep angle. In many cases examined here the manufacturer's stress equations are believed to be the source of the error.

This report details the work carried out at the Aeronautical & Maritime Research Laboratory (AMRL) in the formulation of transfer functions, which have been developed to suit the AFDAS installation on the Royal Australian Air Force's (RAAF) F-111 aircraft. Unfortunately many of the transfer functions developed are considered to be less accurate than they should be and further work is required to refine them. An important finding has been the discovery that the manufacturer’s stress equations appear to be inaccurate in some cases.

Note that imperial units have been used throughout this report to be consistent with the aircraft manufacturer's data.

2. AFDAS and DADTA Locations

The process of integrating AFDAS into the structural integrity management strategy for the F-111 fleet has raised the question of whether the system should be used to provide detailed stress histories for particular control points or for monitoring loads such as WPBM. The present work has revealed that both can be achieved to a degree, although it is limited by the number and location of the strain gauges.

Critical locations in the airframe are analysed and assessed by the DADTA program. (For an overview of the DADTA philosophy and control point determination, see Reference 4). Fracture mechanics methods are employed for crack growth calculations and the determination of inspection intervals. Through the use of transfer functions, AFDAS data can provide actual flight loading information and thereby can be used to investigate fatigue effects at particular control points.

The locations of the strain gauges have already been set and although these can be changed, it was decided to investigate what could be achieved within the constraint of the current gauge installation. The locations of the AFDAS strain gauges and nearby control points for the F-111 are also set out in Reference 4.

It is possible to interpret the information from these strain gauges to provide estimates of both stress at particular control points (DADTA Items) and of certain loads. The
gauge location descriptors and nearby DADTA Item descriptors are shown in Table 1. The equivalent DADTA locations are those which are very close to the strain sensor location. The nearby locations are in the same region and/or are likely to be influenced by the same loading actions which affect the strain sensor.

Table 1. Mature AFDAS and Equivalent DADTA Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFDAS Gauge Location</th>
<th>Channel Number</th>
<th>Equivalent DADTA Location</th>
<th>Nearby DADTA Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87, 87a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>132, 136</td>
<td>159, 159a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>26, 26a</td>
<td>27, 28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>92a, 92b</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19a, 19c, 20, 20a, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>37a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nz</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. DADTA Locations 28, 73, and 87a were not included in the RAAF F-111C DADTA.
2. There are a total of 10 equivalent DADTA locations and 15 nearby locations, giving a total of 25 locations, of which 22 were included in the RAAF F-111C DADTA.
3. DADTA Item 132 was not originally included when this table was included in Reference 4 but is shown now for completeness.

A more detailed table describing the AFDAS and DADTA locations is presented in Appendix A. Pictorial representations of the AFDAS and DADTA locations are shown in Figures A1 through A13, also located in Appendix A.

3. Transfer Functions Development

In order that the data from the AFDAS locations could be applied to obtain useful information at DADTA control points, transfer functions were developed by considering each AFDAS gauge location in turn. Even the "equivalent" DADTA locations as detailed in Table 1, which are very close to the actual AFDAS strain gauge locations, require a simple scaling factor to be determined to relate AFDAS location
strain to DADTA control point stress. In most cases, this relationship was achieved via an intermediate step of expressing the strain (from static strain surveys) as a function of load (eg: WPBM or percentage of CPLT load, where CPLT stands for Cold Proof Load Test), and then using this to compare with the standard load to stress relationships used in the DADTA process (References 1, 2 and 3). Each AFDAS location was examined on its own merits.

3.1 Strain Surveys

As mentioned in the introduction, the strain data recorded by AFDAS are processed according to a range-pair counting algorithm in the SRPC unit. For the static strain surveys involving the whole aircraft and actual AFDAS gauges, it was necessary that the wiring that linked the AFDAS gauges to the SRPC was disconnected. Instead of the data being recorded by the SRPC, it was diverted to the data acquisition system in use for that particular test.

The strain data used in developing the transfer functions were collated from five separate surveys, ranging from component tests to full scale aircraft tests performed in Australia and the United States, from 1988 through to 1995. It should be noted that it may be possible to refine the transfer functions as more strain data become available from future testing and are added to the database.

The five surveys (with some key information points) are presented in a chronological order as follows:

1. **Feb-Mar. 1988** - Wing test (starboard) conducted at the then Aeronautical Research Laboratory (ARL). 80% of positive and negative proof loads applied (as per CPLT distribution). 16° WSA. See Reference 5.

2. **Apr-Jul. 1990** - Full scale aircraft test performed on a/c A8-113 at RAAF Base Amberley, Queensland. Nominal wing loads applied were positive 29,000 lbs (pre-“upper” doubler) and 25,000 lbs (post-“upper” doubler)- via single jacks on each wing. 16° WSA. See Reference 6.

3. **Sep. 1990** - Full scale aircraft CPLT performed on a/c A8-113 at Sacramento Air Logistics Centre (SM-ALC), U.S.A. 100% positive and negative proof loads applied during CPLT, 60% of positive and negative proof loads applied during ambient pre- and post-CPLT surveys. 26° & 56° WSA. See Reference 7.

---

1 WSA (Wing Sweep Angle) refers to LEADING EDGE sweep.
2 All F-111C aircraft had boron-epoxy doublers fitted to their lower WPBF at time of manufacture. Since their operation in the RAAF, they have also undergone local fitment of doublers on the upper wing surface. These doublers serve to reduce the high strains experienced in the WPBF region under severe loadings. It should be noted that the F-111G models recently acquired by the RAAF do not have either lower or upper doublers fitted.
4. Apr. 1995 - Wing test (starboard) conducted at AMRL. 100% positive and negative proof loads (as per CPLT distribution), 60% of positive and negative proof loads applied for 16°, 26°, 44° & 56° WSA. See Reference 8.


The strain survey data (References 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9) are presented in the figures of this report in a graphical form (represented in Figures B1 through B66 in Appendix B). As the strain survey data sets were recorded in different formats, the data sets were transferred to the Microsoft Excel Version 5.0 spreadsheet package, where they were then converted to Microsoft Excel Version 5.0 files. The benefits in doing this were threefold:

1. The data were able to be kept in a consistent format,
2. The data were readily accessible as they were stored on a PC database, and
3. This simplified the process of manipulating data to construct graphs, calculate DADTA stress equations, perform regressions, etc.

Note that the data points on the graphs have been connected by straight lines, and that the equations appearing next to curves represent the linear regression equation (line of best fit, slope or "trendline") for that curve. The derivation of the transfer functions is presented in section 5.

3.1.1 Strain Gauge Names

One aspect of the various surveys that was not consistent was the choice of names for strain gauges at the same locations. Table 2 lists the AFDAS gauge names and the corresponding test names that have otherwise been used.

Table 2. AFDAS Gauge Names & Corresponding Notation From Different Surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFDAS GAUGE NAME</th>
<th>ARL 1988 Wing Survey (Ref. 5)</th>
<th>Amberley Pre &amp; Post Doubler Test 1990 (Ref. 6)</th>
<th>CPLT Sacramento, U.S. 1990 (Ref. 7)</th>
<th>AMRL 1995 Wing Survey (Ref. 8)</th>
<th>AMRL 1995 Nacelle Tie Link Test (Ref. 9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1</td>
<td>CLBA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>LHWW1/RHWW1</td>
<td>149B/W1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3</td>
<td>LHLPV/RHLPV</td>
<td>LHW3/RHWW3</td>
<td>248/W3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5</td>
<td>LHRP/RHRP</td>
<td>LHWW5/RHWW5</td>
<td>250/W5A</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6</td>
<td>LFVH13/RFVH13</td>
<td>LHWW6/RHWW6</td>
<td>38/W6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>251/C1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>NFRT1/NFLT1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FF1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.1.2 Loads & Forces

The loading arrangements for the full scale aircraft tests at Sacramento and Amberley are summarised in Appendices C and D, respectively. All shear forces and moments subsequently used for this report were calculated based on the \textit{APPLIED} loads as given in Reference 10 - they are different from the "Net" resultant forces and moments that are also listed in the same reference. It should also be noted here that for calculated load values the following applies:

\begin{center}
100\%\, CPLT load = Max. Proof Test Applied Load(s) as per Reference 10.
\end{center}

All subsequent load increment values were interpolated from these figures. For example, the WPBM at 40\% CPLT load would be calculated from the 40\% value of each applied wing jack load.

The Net loads have been calculated to account for the "dead-weight" of the aircraft when loads are being applied. However, when the aircraft is at rest in the 1g condition, the AFDAS gauges have been "zeroed", hence eliminating any strain output due to the dead-weight of the aircraft (as there are no loads being applied). This is why the resultants from the \textit{APPLIED} loads were used in the DADTA stress equations, such that stress as a function of applied load could then be compared with strain as a function of applied load.

The loadings for the wing tests (References 5 & 8) also make use of the same CPLT load distribution arrangement shown on the wing diagram in Appendix C. This applies to both long and short wing versions.

3.1.3 Sign Convention

The sign conventions used in the strain surveys are:

\begin{itemize}
\item WRBM and WRSF: +ve upwards wing bending, -ve downwards wing bending
\item JACK LOADS: +ve upward jack load, -ve downward jack load
\item STRAINS: +ve tensile, -ve compressive
\end{itemize}

The sign conventions used for the applied and resulting loads/forces are also shown in Appendices C and D. DADTA Items 24a and 92a make use of wing bending moments about the x-x and y-y axes (with the axes origin at the wing pivot). Appendix E has been included to illustrate an example of how these quantities were calculated, as well as to show the sign convention used.
3.1.4 Material Properties

The primary structure of the F-111 consists mainly of two materials - D6ac steel and 2024-T851 aluminium alloy. However, there are cases where an AFDAS gauge location does not occur on the same material as the corresponding DADTA item. Therefore care must be taken to use the correct material properties when working through the calculations for each specific location. The properties are listed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{D6ac steel} & \quad E = 29.8 \times 10^6 \text{ psi} & \text{(Reference 2)} \\
\text{2024-T851 Aluminium Alloy} & \quad E = 10.7 \times 10^6 \text{ psi} & \text{(Reference 11)}
\end{align*}
\]

4. F-111 Model Structural Variations

4.1 Wing Carry Through Box

With the exception of the RAAF's recently acquired F-111G models, the RAAF F-111 fleet is comprised of two types: ex F-111A\(^3\) models and F-111C models. The main structural variations to be found between the two lie in the Wing Carry Through Box (WCTB) area. The ex F-111A aircraft are fitted with a "lightweight" WCTB whereas the F-111C aircraft have the heavy weight WCTB.

Consequently, the stresses experienced by the control points (DADTA items) in this region differ depending on which WCTB is fitted. This is the case with the DADTA items associated with AFDAS gauge C1. Although the control points are in the same physical location, they are assigned different DADTA item numbers to differentiate between the two types of WCTB used (i.e: DADTA Items 132 & 136 are the same control point, but represent F-111C and ex F-111A models respectively. Likewise for DADTA Items 159a & 159). See Appendix A.

4.2 Nacelle Tie Link

The Nacelle Tie Link is a structural component linking the rear face of the WCTB with the nacelle former at F.S.496. Besides the differences in the WCTB, there are also several types of Nacelle Tie Link as well as attachment fittings (lugs) on the F.S.496 nacelle former. Table 3 presents the varying configurations as found on RAAF aircraft.

\(^3\) The ex F-111A models started off as short wing aircraft, as shown in the definition of "TAC" in the "Notation" section. However, these were converted to long wing variants upon entering service with the RAAF.
Table 3. Nacelle Tie Link & F.S.496 Nacelle Former Combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft Model</th>
<th>Applicable DADTA Items</th>
<th>Nacelle Tie Link Features</th>
<th>F.S.496 Nacelle Former Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Part Number</td>
<td>Lug Thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ex F-111A (Light WCTB - Pt. No. 12B7301)</td>
<td>26, 26a, 27, 28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-111C (Heavy WCTB - Pt. No. 12B12301)</td>
<td>26, 26a, 29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aircraft A8-113, which was used in the CPLT strain survey (Reference 7), is an ex F-111A model and hence DADTA Items 27 & 28 are relevant in this instance. DADTA Item 29 only applies to F-111C models. DADTA Items 26 & 26a cover both models.

5. Transfer Function Calculations and Results

Each of the transfer functions for the AFDAS gauges and the corresponding DADTA items will now be presented. The wing gauges appear first, then the gauges located at the WCTB, centre fuselage, forward fuselage and empennage. Although the Nz⁴ channel (Channel 12) is not strain based, and there are no corresponding DADTA items, a brief section mentioning the significance of this parameter is also included.

The following pages present a brief description of the relationships derived for each AFDAS location. A summary of the final transfer functions is also given. The full calculations are presented in a step by step manner, along with the accompanying strain survey plots, in Appendix B. Where numerous transfer functions have been calculated, they have been expressed in a tabular format.

A straight line fit based on a least squares linear regression was used to establish the slopes for the strain survey data. Where a single equation is given on a plot, it is based on all the data on the plot. Where the slope was evaluated for a particular loading direction or wing sweep angle, a separate equation and different data symbols are shown on the plot.

---

⁴ Nz is vertical acceleration at the aircraft centre of gravity (cg)
5.1 AFDAS location W1, Channel 0, DADTA Item 86

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following two relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Item 86 as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W1, and

b. WPBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W1.

AFDAS W1 & DADTA Item 86 are located on the D6ac steel - $E = 29.8 \times 10^6$ psi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress at DADTA Item 86</th>
<th>WPBM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$37.25 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W1}$</td>
<td>$0.00479 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assumptions/Comments:

1. Strain at the AFDAS gauge location is a function of WPBM only. This was confirmed by the tests as being so.

2. The manufacturer’s stress equation was not used. A more accurate one was generated through AMRL testing in which gauges were located and simultaneously monitored under load both at the control point directly and at the AFDAS gauge location. These gauges were monitored simultaneously during loading in two directions (up load and down load) and at two wing sweep angles (26 and 56 degrees).

5.2 AFDAS location W3, Channel 1, DADTA Items 87, 87a

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Items 87 & 87a as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W3, and

b. WPBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W3.

AFDAS W3 is located on the 2024-T851 Al. alloy - $E = 10.7 \times 10^6$ psi.
DADTA Items 87 & 87a are located on the D6ac steel - $E = 29.8 \times 10^6$ psi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stress at DADTA Item 87</th>
<th>Stress at DADTA Item 87a</th>
<th>WPBM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$53.96 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W3}$</td>
<td>$19.05 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W3}$</td>
<td>$0.0112 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Assumptions/comments:

1. Strain at the AFDAS gauge location is a function of WPBM only. This was confirmed by the tests as being so.

2. The manufacturer's stress equations were assumed to apply for DADTA Items (DIs) 87 and 87a. No evidence was discovered to indicate that the equations are not valid, and wing sweep angle is not believed to be a factor.

5.3 AFDAS location W5, Channel 2, DADTA Item 73

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Item 73 as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W5, and

b. WBM_\eta_{TAC-433} as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W5.

AFDAS and DADTA Item 73 are located on the 2024-T851 Al. alloy - E = 10.7 x 10^6 psi.

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 73}} = 11.17 \times \mu\varepsilon_{W5} \quad \text{(psi)}
\]

\[
\text{WBM}_{\eta_{TAC-433}} = 0.00313 \times \mu\varepsilon_{W5} \quad \text{(MIPS)}
\]

Assumptions/comments:

1. Strain at the AFDAS gauge location is a function of WPBM only, and is not wing sweep angle or load direction dependent. This was confirmed by test results as being the case.

2. The manufacturer's stress equations were assumed to apply for DI 73. No evidence was discovered to indicate that the equations are not valid.

3. Gauge response varies from wing to wing. This may be due to gauge calibration, drift, skin thickness variation and/or gauge placement or orientation. This matter requires further investigation. In the meantime, the equations developed are considered to be indicative and preliminary only.
5.4 AFDAS location W6, Channel 6, DADTA Items 92a, 92b

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Items 92a & 92b as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W6, and

b. WPBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location W6.

AFDAS W6 and DADTA Items 92a & 92b are located on the D6ac steel - E = 29.8 x 10^6 psi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COEFFICIENTS</th>
<th>UPLOAD or +ve WBM (-ve strain)</th>
<th>DOWNLOAD or -ve WBM (+ve strain)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFDAS Item 92a (psi)</td>
<td>44.47</td>
<td>58.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFDAS Item 92b (psi)</td>
<td>89.90</td>
<td>113.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPBM (MIPS)</td>
<td>-0.00401</td>
<td>-0.00554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To obtain the stress or WPBM, multiply coefficients by: \( \mu_{\theta W6} \).

Assumptions/comments:

1. Strain at the AFDAS gauge location is a function of WPBM only, and is not wing sweep angle dependent. Test results confirmed that this is the case.

2. The manufacturer’s load to stress equations are assumed to apply for DI 92a and 92b. However, it was noted that the relationship between strain at AFDAS gauge W6 and WPBM exhibits a bi-linear response with loading direction. The stress equations for DI 92a and 92b incorporate a bi-linearity, but it is at a significantly different level. As both the W6 strain gauge and DI 92a and 92b are located in close proximity, one would expect that the degree of bi-linearity would be similar for both. It was discovered that for DI 92a a difference of about 6% exists in the slope for the up load and down load segments of the stress equation. The difference for 92b is about 9%. The strain surveys however revealed an average 38% difference in the strain response at W6 for the up load and down load directions.

3. The stresses at DI 92a and 92b are known to be high, and will exceed the yield stress under normal flight loads.

4. Because of 2 and 3, no confidence can be placed in the stress transfer functions which have been developed for this location. The load equation (WPBM=const x \( \mu_{\theta W6} \)) however is considered to be valid, provided that the loading direction is taken into account.
5.5 AFDAS location C1, Channel 3, DADTA Items 136, 159

Note: DADTA Items 132 & 159a can also be covered by AFDAS gauge C1 - however they have been omitted here, as they relate to aircraft with a heavyweight WCTB - the only available strain data (Reference 8) are from a test using the lightweight WCTB.

For this AFDAS gauge location it was theoretically possible to obtain the following two relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Item 136 & 159 as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location C1, and

b. WPBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location C1.

AFDAS C1 and DADTA Items 136 & 159 are located on the D6ac steel - $E = 29.8 \times 10^6$ psi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WSA</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136 (psi)}}$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159 (psi)}}$</th>
<th>WPBM (MIPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPLOAD</td>
<td>DOWNLOAD</td>
<td>UPLOAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>22.49</td>
<td>86.94</td>
<td>101.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>27.98</td>
<td>60.09</td>
<td>55.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>33.51</td>
<td>43.41</td>
<td>40.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>37.09</td>
<td>38.87</td>
<td>37.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To obtain the stress or WPBM, multiply coefficients by: $\mu_{\text{C1}}$.

Assumptions/comments:

1. DIs 136 and 159 are in sufficient proximity to AFDAS gauge C1 that the stress/strain at the DI should be directly proportional to the strain gauge output.

2. Strain survey results show that the response varies with wing sweep angle.

3. The manufacturer’s stress equation also accounts for wing sweep angle, so if (1) is true, then there should be very little scatter in the coefficients obtained from a range of wing sweep angles. This is not the case and it indicates that the manufacturer’s stress equation is not accurate.
5.6 AFDAS location C2, Channel 4, DADTA Items 26, 26a, 27, 28, 29

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Items 26, 26a, 27, 28 & 29 as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location C2, and

b. Nacelle Tie Link Load (NTLL) as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location C2.

AFDAS C2 and DADTA Items 26, 26a, 27, 28 & 29 are located on the D6ac steel -

E = 29.8 x 10^6 psi.

Based on the results from strain gauges adjacent to the C2 location, on a part number

12B7912 link, and assuming NTLL = 45,830 lb at 100% CPLT up load at 26° WSA, the

following preliminary equations have been developed:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 26}} = 15.37 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{NR}(R/L)1} + 70000 \quad \text{(psi) (26° WSA upload)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 26a}} = 5.54 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{NR}(R/L)1} + 68470 \quad \text{(psi) (26° WSA upload)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 27}} = 20.43 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{NR}(R/L)1} \quad \text{(psi) (26° WSA upload)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 28}} = 14.79 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{NR}(R/L)1} \quad \text{(psi) (26° WSA upload)}
\]

Based on the results from a part number 12B7901 link which had a C2 gauge installed

and was subjected to calibration away from the aircraft (Reference 9), the following

equations were developed:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 29}} = 21.11 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C2}} \quad \text{(psi) (positive NTLL)}
\]

\[
\text{NTLL} = 9.390 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C2}} \quad \text{(lb) (positive NTLL - for part number: 12B7901 only.)}
\]

Assumptions/comments:

1. Manufacturers stress equations are assumed to apply.

2. Strain survey data for the installed link was only available for link part number

12B7912, and the exact location of the gauges was not known, but they are thought

to have been located adjacent to the C2 location.

3. Strain survey data was available for an uninstalled part number 12B7901 link, and

this was used to establish NTLL as a function of strain at the C2 gauge location.
4. Further work is needed at this location, preferably strain survey data from a CPLT for both types of link and WCTB and also uninstalled load vs strain data for both types of link are required.

5.7 AFDAS location CF3, Channel 8, DADTA Items 19, 19a, 19c, 20, 20a, 21

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Items 19, 19a, 19c, 20, 20a & 21 as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location CF3, and

b. FVBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location CF3.

AFDAS CF3 and DADTA Items 19, 19a, 19c, 20, 20a & 21 are located on the 6ac steel - $E = 29.8 \times 10^6$ psi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COEFFICIENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(psi) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ@ DADTA Item 19 (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ@ DADTA Item 19a (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ@ DADTA Item 19c (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ@ DADTA Item 20 (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ@ DADTA Item 20a (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ@ DADTA Item 21 (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVBM @ F.S.46 (MIPS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVBM @ F.S.531 (MIPS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To obtain the stress or FVBM, multiply coefficients by: $\mu_{E CF3}$.

Assumptions/comments:

1. Manufacturer’s stress equations were assumed to apply.

2. The use of the manufacturer’s stress equations gave inconsistent results for a WSA of 26° in the down load direction at DADTA Items 20 and 20a. This is either because the AFDAS gauge is located too far away (it is about 7 inches aft of DI 20 and about 34 inches aft of DI 20a) or it indicates a deficiency in the manufacturer’s stress equations.
5.8 AFDAS location CF5, Channel 9, DADTA Item 24a

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationship:

a. Stress at DADTA Item 24a as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location CF5.

AFDAS CF5 and DADTA Item 24a are located on the D6ac steel - \( E = 29.8 \times 10^6 \) psi.

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 89.54 \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS CF5}} \quad \text{(psi)}
\]

Assumptions/comments:

1. Manufacturer's stress equations are assumed to apply.
2. Reasonable results were obtained.

5.9 AFDAS location FF1, Channel 5, SLMP Control Point FF1

Note: There is no equivalent or nearby DADTA location for AFDAS gauge location FF1. However, there existed a Service Life Monitoring Program (SLMP) Control Point FF1 and related data, which has been subsequently used to derive the following relationships:

a. Stress at SLMP Control Point FF1 as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location FF1, and

b. FVBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location FF1.

AFDAS FF1 and SLMP Control Point FF1 are located on the 2024-T851 Al. alloy - \( E = 10.7 \times 10^6 \) psi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COEFFICIENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UPLOAD 26° WSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} ) (psi) *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVBM @ F.5.48° (MIPS) *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*To obtain the stress or FVBM, multiply coefficients by: \( \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \).
Assumptions/comments:

1. The manufacturer’s stress equation was assumed to apply.

2. Wing sweep angle dependence is evident in the strain survey result, but the stress equation does not account for it. The stress equation is considered to be inaccurate and this has caused poor results.

5.10 AFDAS location AF2, Channel 10, DADTA Items 36, 37a

For this AFDAS gauge location it was possible to obtain the following relationships:

a. Stress at DADTA Items 36 & 37a as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location AF2, and

b. HTBM as a function of strain at AFDAS gauge location AF2.

AFDAS AF2 & DADTA Items 36 & 37a are located on the D6ac steel - 
E = 29.8 x 10^6 psi.

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 36}} = 133.82 \times \mu_{\text{AF2}} \]  (psi) (M<1) 

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 36}} = 137.54 \times \mu_{\text{AF2}} \]  (psi) (M>1) 

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 37a}} = \pm 89.96 \times \mu_{\text{AF2}} \]  (psi) (+ve for lower R/H & L/H HTPS) (-ve for upper R/H & L/H HTPS) 

\[ \text{HTBM @ F.S.7703, B.L.68.2} = 0.00106 \times \mu_{\text{AF2}} \]  (MIPS) 

Assumptions/comments:

1. The manufacturer’s stress equation is assumed to apply, and the results do not give any reason to doubt it’s accuracy.

2. The difference between subsonic and supersonic is minimal. Given this, and the fact that the percentage of time spent at supersonic is very small, the subsonic equation could be used universally.
5.11 AFDAS location VT4, Channel 7, DADTA Item 41

AFDAS VT4 and DADTA Item 41 are located on the D6ac steel - E = 29.8 x 10^6 psi.

As yet, there exists no strain survey data for AFDAS gauge location VT4. The loading conditions applied to the aircraft at CPLT are symmetrical - hence there are no lateral loads applied that would otherwise register a recording at the gauge.

It should be noted that while AFDAS location VT4 is on the forward attachment area of the vertical fin, DADTA Item 41 is located at the aft attachment area. However, the inspected region includes both the forward and aft attachment areas. In time this DADTA item may even become redundant, as the inspection interval is currently set at 18,308 hours (hence critical crack growth life is 36,616 hours). (This can be referred to in the RAAF F-111C DADTA Item 41 results, compiled by Lockheed Fort Worth Corporation, LFWC, dated 17 May 1993 and yet to be published in an official report). These values were calculated from MCR data, gathered from flights during the mid 1980’s.

Therefore, although it was initially thought desirable to have an AFDAS gauge to monitor this area, subsequent analysis has shown that it may be unnecessary.

5.12 AFDAS Vertical Acceleration (Nz) Sensor, Channel 11

There is no corresponding DADTA Item for this case. Instead, the data from this channel can be used to compare with the recordings from the primary fatigue meter, which is located close by in the aircraft’s main landing gear bay. These fatigue meter counts are recorded on the RAAF’s EE360 Fatigue Meter Data sheets.

Although the relationship with DADTA items are not considered here, the function of recording Nz via AFDAS is a very necessary capability. It is the only channel that can be validated (against the EE360 information). The Nz data, once validated, can be used in correlation/calibration work to check the integrity of strain gauges that are primarily Nz driven. Also, AFDAS records Nz data with greater accuracy and frequency than the primary fatigue meter, thus giving greater confidence in resulting exceedance diagrams and other features of spectrum development.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Strain data from several different static strain surveys have been analysed and combined (where necessary) with the relevant manufacturer’s load to stress equations for the purpose of deriving transfer functions for processing AFDAS data. Several simplifying assumptions have also been made. Application of the transfer functions developed to current operational AFDAS data will enable a check of the loads and
stress spectra generated in the past using MCR and the manufacturer's load and stress equations. The old techniques are known to provide an overly conservative estimate of the stress spectra. The potentially more accurate AFDAS derived spectra should therefore provide an obvious and immediate benefit of extended inspection intervals and an increase in the anticipated airframe life or durability.

The range-pairing process used in AFDAS eliminates time from the records. Also, flight parameters such as airspeed, altitude, dynamic pressure and Wing Sweep Angle are not recorded. The process of converting an AFDAS strain output to either a load or a stress can therefore only involve a simple factoring by a constant. The only refinement possible on this is to take loading direction into account, i.e., peaks and troughs from AFDAS can be treated separately. The work presented in this report has focussed on determining the scaling factors based on previous work and results already available, i.e., static strain surveys to convert AFDAS strain to load, and then to use existing load-to-stress equations (from the manufacturer) to establish the relationship between AFDAS strain and control point stress.

The results obtained for several locations displayed inconsistencies from the manufacturer's data. The reason for this is that the strain survey test results clearly demonstrate the wing sweep and loading direction sensitivity of some locations. The manufacturer's load-to-stress equation should account for this, however, it was discovered that for some locations they did not, and for others they did not account for it accurately. Another contributing factor is that the AFDAS gauges may be responding to a number of load components in different proportions to the response at the control point itself. Table 4 summarises the validity of the transfer functions developed.

Table 4: Summary of Transfer Function validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFDAS Channel #</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Comments on validity of equations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Valid. Can be used with confidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>Valid. Can be used with confidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>W5</td>
<td>Not valid. Results may be considered as preliminary only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gauge response varies from one wing to another. Further</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>investigation required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>W6</td>
<td>Not valid. Manufacturer's stress equation indicates a 6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>difference in stress at DADTA Item (DI) 92a due to loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>direction. Strain survey result indicates a 42% difference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Will be able to investigate with detailed 3D Finite Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Model now available at AMRL. WPBM equation is valid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 (continued): Summary of Transfer Function validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFDAS Channel #</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Comments on validity of equations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Poor. 287% and 935% difference between the highest and lowest stress coefficients for DI 136 and DI 159 respectively (for various wing sweep positions and loading direction). Difference is due to manufacturer’s stress equation not taking wing sweep and load direction into account adequately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Preliminary only. Further work is required to calibrate uninstalled links and to record CPLT data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CF3</td>
<td>Poor. 43% and 34% difference between the highest and lowest stress coefficients for DI 20 and DI 20a respectively (for various wing sweep positions and loading direction). Difference is due to gauge being located too far from the control point and/or manufacturer’s stress equation not taking wing sweep and load direction into account adequately. Equations for DIs 19, 19a and 19c are considered to be valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CF5</td>
<td>Valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>FF1</td>
<td>Not valid. Stress at control point (FF1) and FVBM are load direction and wing sweep sensitive, but the manufacturer’s stress equation does not take this into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>AF2</td>
<td>Valid.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inconsistencies identified in these equations means that the AFDAS strain to control point stress equations must be developed by a separate, independent method. This will involve at least conventional stress analysis, starting with a review of the original manufacturer’s design calculations, and probably some Finite Element Analysis (FEA) work. As indicated in the above table, some relationships can be used now. The fact that inconsistencies have been identified in some stress equations is an important finding in itself because these equations form the basis of the stress spectrum generation procedure which has been used until now.

Another issue is the variation in strain response from one aircraft to another. This will always occur to some degree due to factors such as variation in component dimensions, tolerance of gauge placement and normal variation in strain gauge output. A decision on how to handle this variability is influenced by how the data is to be used, ie: for fleet-wide management or individual aircraft tracking (fatigue life monitoring). At this stage, the F-111 fleet is managed on the basis of fleet wide safety-by-inspection, where the inspection intervals are determined on a representative average spectrum. The spectrum is therefore an average which is assumed to be representative of the whole fleet. The strain response variability would therefore
logically be part of the overall variability inherent in having an "average representative spectrum".

Recommendations arising from this work are as follows:

a. Review the manufacturer’s stress equations for DADTA Items 92a, 92b, 136, 159, 20, 20a, and SLMP Control Point FF1 and urgently assess any implications for the current fleet inspection intervals.

b. Finite element analysis be undertaken along with a review of any conventional stress analyses which have been previously done for structural regions in the vicinity of AFDAS gauges W5 (to assess strain gradients), W6 (to quantify the upload/download effects and to quantify the critical stresses/stains at DIIs 92a and 92b), C1 (to quantify WSA effects), C2 (to correlate with the preliminary results), CF3 (to determine if the AFDAS gauge is in sufficient proximity to be useful for DIIs 20 and 20a) and FF1 (to quantify WSA effects).

c. Compare WPBM spectra obtained from gauges W1, W3 and W6 from the same aircraft to quantify the degree of consistency and therefore assess the validity of the equations which have been developed.

d. Investigate reasons for wing to wing variability in response for AFDAS gauge W5.

e. Carry out static load calibrations for both types of nacelle tie link (AFDAS gauge C2) and collect data during CPLT loading for both configurations.

f. Consider upgrading the AFDAS system to be able to record wing sweep angle and the existing strain parameters simultaneously to enable the wing sweep angle dependencies to be quantified.

g. Exercise caution when using any of the transfer functions which have been developed here.
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Appendix A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFDAS GAUGE LOCATION DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EQUIVALENT / NEARBY DADTA ITEM LOCATION DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W1 WPF Lower Plate, Inner Surface near Fuel Flow Hole #58</td>
<td>86 WPF Lower Plate Centre Spar Fuel Flow Hole #58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3 WPF Lower Splice Joint</td>
<td>87 WPF Lower Plate to Lower Wing Skin Splice Centre Spar Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87a WPF Lower Plate to Lower Wing Skin Splice Aft Spar Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W5 Rear Spar Access Hole @ RSS190</td>
<td>73 Wing Rear Spar Fastener @ Access Hole near RSS190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6 WPF Upper Plate, Outer Surface near Fuel Flow Hole #13</td>
<td>92a WPF Upper Plate Stiffener @ Fuel Flow Hole #13 Upper Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92b WPF Upper Plate Stiffener @ Fuel Flow Hole #13 Lower Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1 WCTB Lower Forward Corner Radius</td>
<td>132 WCTB Lower Plate, Forward Corner @ BL60 - Heavy WCTB (F-111C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136 WCTB Lower Plate, Forward Corner @ BL60 - Ltwght WCTB (ex F-111A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159 WCTB Lower Plate, Pivot Lug - Ltwght WCTB (ex F-111A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>159a WCTB Lower Plate, Pivot Lug - Heavy WCTB (F-111C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2 Nacelle Tie Link Support Lug @ FS496</td>
<td>26 FS496 Nacelle Former Tie Link Support Lug - Base of Lug (aft outside cnr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26a FS496 Nacelle Former Tie Link Support Lug - Base of Lug (fwd outside cnr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27 Nacelle Tie Link Lug (ex F-111A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28 Nacelle Tie Link Lug (spares - same thkness, diff. stiffness to DADTA 29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29 Nacelle Tie Link Lug (F-111C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF3 Overwing Longeron @ FS568</td>
<td>19 Overwing Longeron, Fastener Hole #1076 @ FS568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19a Overwing Longeron, Upper Flange @ FS532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19e Overwing Longeron, Lower Flange @ FS532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Overwing Longeron Fastener Holes #1070 (L/H) &amp; #2070 (R/H) near FS559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20a Overwing Longeron Fastener Holes #1054 (L/H) &amp; #2054 (R/H) near FS532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21 Overwing Longeron, Lower Flange Fastener Hole near FS496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF5 Bolt Hole #253 @ FS496 (according to AFDAS dwg. EX379040)</td>
<td>24a Nacelle Former @ FS496, Bolt Hole #226/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF1 Wing-Fuselage Intersection Longeron @ FS448</td>
<td>No matching DADTA Items - However there is a SLMP Control Point FF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2 HTTPS Bulkhead @ FS770.25</td>
<td>36 HTTPS Bulkhead Assembly @ FS770.25 - Hole below HTTPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37a HTTPS Bulkhead Assembly @ FS770.25 - HTTPS @ BL67.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT4 Upper Bolt Row in Skin at Vertical Fin/Pedestal Splice @ FS770.25</td>
<td>41 Vertical Tail Attach Lug, Lower Row Bolt Holes @ FS786.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nz Vertical Acceleration (g) Sensor @ FS474</td>
<td>A separate Counting Accelerometer Fatigue Meter is used, also located @ FS474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE A1: AFDAS GAUGE & DADTA ITEM LOCATION DESCRIPTIONS.**
FIGURE A1: GENERAL LOCATION OF MAJOR F-111 AFDAS COMPONENTS.
FIGURE A2: AFDAS LOCATION W1 & DADTA ITEM 86.
FIGURE A3: AFDAS LOCATION W3 & DADTA ITEMS 87, 87a.
FIGURE A4: AFDAS LOCATION W5 & DADTA ITEM 73.
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FIGURE A5: AFDAS LOCATION W6 & DADTA ITEMS 92a, 92b.
FIGURE A6: AFDAS LOCATION C1 & DADTA ITEMS 132, 136, 159, 159a.
FIGURE A7: AFDAS LOCATION C2 & DADTA ITEMS 26, 26a, 27, 28, 29.
FIGURE A8: AFDAS LOCATION CF3 & DADTA ITEMS 19, 19a, 19c, 20, 20a, 21.
FIGURE A9: AFDAS LOCATION CF5 & DADTA ITEM 24a.
FIGURE A10: AFDAS LOCATION FF1 & SLMP CONTROL POINT FF1.
FIGURE A11: AFDAS LOCATION AF2 & DADTA ITEMS 36, 37a.
FIGURE A12: AFDAS LOCATION VT4 & DADTA ITEM 41.
FIGURE A13: AFDAS ACCELEROMETER & SRPC LOCATION.
Appendix B

This appendix presents a full description of the methods employed to derive the transfer functions which were summarised in Section 5. All of the calculations along with the graphical results of the strain surveys are included.

B1: AFDAS location W1, Channel 0, DADTA Item 86.

DADTA Item 86

From Reference 3, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 86:

$$\sigma_{DADTA \, Item \, 86} \, (\text{psi}) = 0.0089 \times \text{WPBM} \, (\text{in-lb})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

This equation was developed based on strain data detailed in Reference 2 as follows:

Strain is available from a gauge located on the inside surface of the lower plate directly in line with Fuel Vent Hole #58 (DADTA Item 86, ie: 50 mm forward of the AFDAS gauge W1 location).

Three test cases were shown: T-1, T-3 & T-5.

For T-1: At 34.4\% of test load, there was an average strain value of 2532 \( \mu \varepsilon \) recorded. Therefore at 100\% load, the average value should be 2532 \( \div \) 0.344 = 7360 \( \mu \varepsilon \). Also, the WPBM at 100\% test load = 19.87 \( \times 10^6 \) in-lbs = 19.87 MIPS. A constant relating the strain to the load can now be calculated:

$$\text{Strain per WPBM} = 7360 \div 19.87 = 370.41 \, \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP}$$

Similarly for T-3: Average strain at 29.9 \% test load = 2568 \( \mu \varepsilon \).
Average strain at 100\% test load = 2568 \( \div \) 0.299 = 8589 \( \mu \varepsilon \).
WPBM at 100\% test load = 23.07 MIPS.
Strain per WPBM = 8589 \( \div \) 23.07 = 372.30 \( \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} \)

Similarly for T-5: Average strain at 27.1 \% test load = 2056 \( \mu \varepsilon \).
Average strain at 100\% test load = 2056 \( \div \) 0.271 = 7587 \( \mu \varepsilon \).
WPBM at 100\% test load = 20.27 MIPS.
Strain per WPBM = 7587 \( \div \) 20.27 = 374.30 \( \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} \)

The average of the above three test values is:

$$\left(370.41 + 372.30 + 374.30\right) \div 3 = 372.34 \, \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP}$$
Note that these tests were performed WITHOUT lower plate boron doublers. The stress WITH the doubler is 80% of the stress without the doubler. Assuming a linear relationship between stress and strain, it can be said that the strain will also be reduced by 80%. That is:

\[
\text{Strain}_{\text{DADTA Item 86 per WPBM}} = 372.34 \times 0.80 = 297.87 \ \mu\varepsilon/\text{MIP}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Using Hooke’s Law, this equates exactly to the stress equation (1) quoted above.

Experimental data (References 5-8) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS W1 gauge location as a function of applied load (WPBM). Using the data from References 5 to 8, the strain response at gauge location W1 was plotted as a function of WPBM. The results are shown in Figures B1 to B5. These plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain response. It was therefore decided to determine a figure based on the average as follows.

Although various strain surveys exist from which the data has been collected (References 5, 7 and 8), an attempt has been made to keep the average strain per WPBM at W1 unbiased towards any one aircraft. As most of the data in this case is from aircraft A8-113, it was decided to find the average value for this aircraft only, before using this value in finding the overall average from all test specimens. These averages were obtained by adding the value of all of the slopes, then dividing by the number of slopes.

The average for aircraft A8-113 (see Figures B1 to B3) is:

Average Strain per WPBM at W1, \( \mu\varepsilon/\text{MIP} = (200.56 + 201.26 + 203.27 + 203.88 + 200.72 + 201.28) / 6 = 201.83 \)

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figures B4 and B5). It should be noted here that the wing used in the 1995 AMRL test (Fig. B5) had no upper plate doublers fitted on the WPF. This appears to have had no noticeable effect on the lower plate strains.

Average Strain per WPBM at W1, \( \mu\varepsilon/\text{MIP} = (201.83 + 217.97 + 203.03 + 211.55) / 4 = 208.60 \)

Therefore, using the theoretical value derived above in equation (2), the ratio of strain at DADTA Item 86 to strain at AFDAS W1 is:

\[
297.87 / 208.60 = 1.43
\]

Subsequently, the stress (psi) at DADTA Item 86 = \( 1.43 \times E \times \text{Strain}_{\text{W1}} \)
\[
= 1.43 \times 29.8 \times 10^6 \times \text{Strain}_{\text{W1}}
= 42.61 \times 10^6 \times \text{Strain}_{\text{W1}}
= 42.61 \times \mu\varepsilon_{\text{W1}}
\]
As stated earlier, DADTA Item 86 is located 50 mm forward of the AFDAS gauge W1 location, i.e. directly in line with Fuel Vent Hole #58. The strain relationship detailed above (equation 2) was effectively checked or validated on a recent AMRL wing strain survey (Reference 8). A strain gauge (# 149) was located precisely at the DADTA Item 86 location, and the response is plotted in Figure B6. This gives an average slope of 261.76 με/MIP compared with 297.87 με/MIP from equation (2). The figure of 261.76 is considered to be more accurate because it has not used the "doubler reduction" factor of 80%. Indeed the origin of the 80% figure is not known and is not explained in Reference 2. The recent AMRL test was conducted on a wing fitted with a lower plate doubler. Therefore the ratio of strain at DADTA Item 86 to strain at AFDAS W1 is:

\[
\frac{261.76}{208.63} = 1.25
\]

Subsequently, the stress (psi) at DADTA Item 86

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 86}} = 1.25 \times E \times \text{Strain}_{W1}
\]

\[
= 1.25 \times 29.8 \times 10^6 \times \text{Strain}_{W1}
\]

\[
= 37.25 \times 10^6 \times \text{Strain}_{W1}
\]

\[
= 37.25 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W1}
\]

Thus, in summation, we have the following relationships:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 86}} = 37.25 \times \mu \varepsilon_{W1} \quad \text{(psi)}
\]

\[
\text{WPBM} = (1 + 208.60) \times \mu \varepsilon_{W1} \quad \text{(MIPS)}
\]
Figure B1: Gauge responses of LHWW1 & RHWW1 to WPBM
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B2: Gauge responses of LHWW1 & RHWW1 to WPBM
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B3: Gauge responses of LHWW1 & RHWW1 to WPBM 26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B4: Gauge response of CLBA to WPBM
(ARL wing test 1988) - Ref. 5
Figure B5: Gauge response of 149BW1 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles
(60% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.), (100% DLL - 26 & 56 deg.) - AMRL Test April 95 - Ref. 8
Figure B6: Gauge response of 149 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles
(60% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.), (100% DLL - 26 & 56 deg.) - AMRL Test April 95 - Ref. 8
B2: AFDAS location W3, Channel 1, DADTA Items 87, 87a.

**DADTA Item 87**

From Reference 1, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 87:

\[
\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item 87}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.004828 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)}
\]

**DADTA Item 87a**

Also from Reference 1, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 87a:

\[
\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item 87a}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.001705 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)}
\]

Experimental data (References 6, 7 & 8) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS W3 location as a function of applied load (WPBM). Using the data from References 6, 7 & 8, the strain response at gauge location W3 was plotted as a function of applied load. The results are shown in Figures B7 to B12.

Note that for the Amberley and CPLT strain surveys (References 6 & 7), only right hand wing data are used - the left hand gauge LHWW3 was faulty during CPLT, and during the Amberley tests, LHLPV (same gauge) also produced inconsistent readings.

The rest of the plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain response. It was therefore decided to determine a figure based on the average as follows:

Although various strain surveys exist from which the data has been collected (References 6, 7 and 8), an attempt has been made to keep the average strain per WPBM at W3 unbiased towards any one aircraft. As most of the data in this case is from aircraft A8-113, it was decided to find the average value for this aircraft only, before using this value in finding the overall average from all test specimens. These averages were obtained by adding the value of all of the slopes, then dividing by the number of slopes.

The average for aircraft A8-113 (see Figures B7 to B11) is:

\[
\text{Average Strain per WPBM at W3, } \mu e/\text{MIP} = \left( \frac{92.125 + 88.449 + 84.62 + 87.944 + 84.593}{5} \right) = 87.55
\]

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figure B12):

\[
\text{Average Strain per WPBM at W3, } \mu e/\text{MIP} = \left( \frac{87.55 + 91.413}{2} \right) = 89.48
\]
\[ \mu_{w3} = 89.48 \times WPBM \text{ (MIPS)} \]
\[ \mu_{w3} = 89.48 \times 10^6 \times WPBM \text{ (in-lb)} \]
\[ WPBM \text{ (in-lb)} = \mu_{w3} \times 10^6 / 89.48 \]

This expression for WPBM can be substituted directly into the Reference 1 stress equations to get a relationship between DADTA item stress and AFDAS strain. Referring back to the stress equation for DADTA Item 87:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 87}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.004828 \times WPBM \text{ (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.004828 \times \mu_{w3} \times 10^6 / 89.48 \]
\[ = 53.96 \times \mu_{w3} \]

Similarly, for DADTA Item 87a:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 87a}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.001705 \times WPBM \text{ (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.001705 \times \mu_{w3} \times 10^6 / 89.48 \]
\[ = 19.05 \times \mu_{w3} \]

In summation:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 87}} = 53.96 \times \mu_{w3} \text{ (psi)} \]
\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 87a}} = 19.05 \times \mu_{w3} \text{ (psi)} \]
\[ WPBM = (1 + 89.48) \times \mu_{w3} \text{ (MIPS)} \]
Figure B7: Gauge responses of LHLPV (W3) & RHLPV to WPBM
16 deg. wing sweep (Pre-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B8: Gauge responses of LHLPV (W3) & RHLPV to WPBM
16 deg. wing sweep (Post-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B10: Gauge responses of LHWW3 & RHWW3 to WPBM
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B11: Gauge responses of LHW3 & RHWW3 to WPBM
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7

\[ y = 84.593x - 8.8959 \text{ (RHWW3)} \]
Figure B12: Gauge Response of 248/W3 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles
(60% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.), AMRL Test April 95 - Ref. 8

\[ y = 91.413x - 7.7727 \]
B3: AFDAS location W5, Channel 2, DADTA Item 73.

**DADTA Item 73**

From Reference 1, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 73:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 73}} \text{(psi)} = 0.003572 \times \text{WBM}_{\eta_{\text{TAC}=433}} \text{ (in-lb)} \]

Experimental data (References 6, 7 & 8) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS W5 location as a function of applied load (Wing Bending Moment, WBM, at a percentage TAC span of 0.433). From the definition of \( \eta_{\text{TAC}} \) in the “Notation” section, this WBM occurs at a distance of 136.4 inches outboard from the pivot along the 26% chord line\(^5\). The values of WBM at this spanwise location were interpolated from the figures shown in Appendices C and D. Using these data from References 6, 7 & 8, the strain response at gauge location W5 was plotted as a function of applied load. The results are shown in Figures B13 to B18. Because of the large variability in the strain responses (ranging from 360.84 \( \mu \varepsilon \) to 263.79 \( \mu \varepsilon \)), it was difficult to discern which tests might have produced erroneous results. Therefore, all test results were accepted, and like the previous AFDAS locations, it was decided to determine a figure based on the average.

Although various strain surveys exist from which the data has been collected (References 6, 7 and 8), an attempt has been made to keep the average strain per \( \text{WBM}_{\eta_{\text{TAC}=433}} \) at W5 unbiased towards any one aircraft. As most of the data in this case is from aircraft A8-113, it was decided to find the average value for this aircraft only, before using this value in finding the overall average from all test specimens. These averages were obtained by adding the value of all of the slopes, then dividing by the number of slopes.

The average for aircraft A8-113 (see Figures B13 to B17) is:

Average Strain per \( \text{WBM}_{\eta_{\text{TAC}=433}} \) at W5, \( \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = (351.34 + 306.18 + 360.84 + 311.26 + 328.17 + 269.86 + 345.09 + 288.29 + 325.92 + 263.79) / 10 = 315.07 \)

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figure B18):

Average Strain per \( \text{WBM}_{\eta_{\text{TAC}=433}} \) at W5, \( \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = (315.07 + 324.31) / 2 = 319.69 \)

---

\(^5\) Although the DADTA stress equation uses a TAC span percentage, the value of 136.4 inches from the pivot still applies to the RAAF F-111’s, which have SAC (Strategic Air Command) span wings. This would be equivalent to: \( \eta_{\text{SAC}} = 0.381 \).
ie: \( \mu_{\theta W5} = 319.69 \times WBM_{\theta \eta_{TAC-433}} \) (MIPS)
\( \mu_{\theta W5} = \frac{319.69 \times 10^6}{WBM_{\theta \eta_{TAC-433}}} \) (in-lb)
\( WBM_{\theta \eta_{TAC-433}} \) (in-lb) = \( \mu_{\theta W5} \times 10^6 / 319.69 \)

This expression for WPBM can be substituted directly into the Reference 1 stress equations to get a relationship between DADTA item stress and AFDAS strain. Referring back to the stress equation for DADTA Item 73:

\[
\sigma_{\theta \text{ DADTA Item 73}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.003572 \times WBM_{\theta \eta_{TAC-433}} \text{ (in-lb)}
= 0.003572 \times \mu_{\theta W5} \times 10^6 / 319.69
= 11.17 \times \mu_{\theta W5}
\]

In summation:

\[
\sigma_{\theta \text{ DADTA Item 73}} = 11.17 \times \mu_{\theta W5} \quad \text{ (psi)}
\]
\[
WBM_{\theta \eta_{TAC-433}} = (1 + 319.69) \times \mu_{\theta W5} \quad \text{ (MIPS)}
\]

From the following plots (Figures B13 through to B17) of aircraft A8-113 strain data, it can be seen that there is a noticeable amount of scatter. Not just between the two tests (Amberley and CPLT), but also between the left and right wings. Both right and left wing gauges were functioning correctly at the time, although the right wing gauge was outputting strains that were approximately 15% less than the corresponding left wing gauge. There are several possible reasons that might explain these discrepancies:

- differences in gauge calibration factors; these can vary as much as up to ±5% of the quoted value.
- variability of skin thicknesses from wing to wing.
- gauge placement and orientation may not be exactly in the precise location as the corresponding gauge on other wings.

The significance of this scatter is that it will obviously affect the accuracy of the average value used to calculate the ratio of strain at DADTA Item 73 to the strain at AFDAS W5. Until more strain data trends from other aircraft becomes available, it cannot yet be said whether the discrepancies so far encountered are an isolated case or a more general occurrence. The reasons for the variation in response at this AFDAS gauge location require further investigation.
Figure B13: Gauge responses of LHRP (W5) & RHRP to WBM @ TAC SPAN % = .433
16 deg. wing sweep (Pre-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B14: Gauge responses of LHRP (W5) & RHRP to WBM @ TAC SPAN % = .433
16 deg. wing sweep (Post-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B15: Gauge responses of LHW5 & RHW5 to WBM @ TAC SPAN % = .433
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B16: Gauge responses of LHW5 & RHWW5 to WBM @ TAC SPAN % = .433
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B17: Gauge responses of LHWW5 & RHWW5 to WBM @ TAC SPAN % = 0.433
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B18: Gauge response of 250/W5A to WBM at % SPAN = 0.433
various wing sweep angles (60% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.), AMRL Test April 95 - Ref. 8
**B4: AFDAS location W6, Channel 6, DADTA Items 92a, 92b.**

For this AFDAS location and DADTA items, there are two ways of deriving the transfer functions. Both make use of the same stress equations and the same experimental data, but one works in relation to WPBM and the other in relation to % CPLT load. Therefore the two methods essentially end up with the same transfer function; the slight discrepancies are attributed to rounding errors. Each method is shown here, starting with the one that refers to WPBM.

**DADTA Item 92a**

From Reference 1 the following load to stress equations were assumed for DADTA Item 92a:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} (\text{psi}) = -0.01107 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for +ve WPBM)} \]

And,

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} (\text{psi}) = -0.01045 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for -ve WPBM)} \]

**DADTA Item 92b**

Using the same reference as above, the equations for DADTA Item 92b were as follows:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} (\text{psi}) = -0.02238 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for +ve WBM)} \]

And,

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} (\text{psi}) = -0.02049 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for -ve WBM)} \]

Experimental data (References 6, 7 & 8) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS W6 location as a function of applied load (WPBM). Using these data from References 6, 7 & 8, the strain response at gauge location W6 was plotted as a function of WPBM. The results are shown in Figures B19 to B24. Note that separate slope equations have been derived for positive WPBM (caused by uploads) and negative WPBM (caused by downloads) since each loading case exhibits a different strain response. These plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain responses. It was therefore decided to determine a figure based on an average as follows:

Although various strain surveys exist from which the data has been collected (References 6, 7 and 8), an attempt has been made to keep the average strain per WPBM at W6 unbiased towards any one aircraft. As most of the data in this case is
from aircraft A8-113, it was decided to find the average value for this aircraft only, before using this value in finding the overall average from all test specimens. These averages were obtained by adding the value of all of the slopes, then dividing by the number of slopes.

For +ve WPBM:
The average for aircraft A8-113 (see Figures B19 to B23) is:

Average Strain per WPBM at W6, $\mu_{e}/MIP = (\frac{-245.32 - 248.32 - 253.8 - 256.28 - 245.72 - 249.05}{6}) = -249.75$

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figure B24). Note that although the 1995 AMRL test wing had no upper plate doublers fitted to the WPF, the strain readings for AFDAS gauge W6 do not appear to be affected.

Average Strain per WPBM at W6, $\mu_{e}/MIP = (\frac{-249.75 - 249.26}{2}) = -249.51$

ie: $\mu_{e_{W6}} = -249.51 \times WPBM$ (MIPS)
$\mu_{e_{W6}} = -249.51 \times 10^6 \times WPBM$ (in-lb)
WPBM (in-lb) = $\mu_{e_{W6}} \times 10^6 / -249.51$

For -ve WPBM:
The average for aircraft A8-113 (see Figures B19 to B23) is:

Average Strain per WPBM at W6, $\mu_{e}/MIP = (\frac{-186.59 - 182.86 - 187.11 - 182.78 - 186.13 - 183.39}{6}) = -184.81$

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figure B24):

Average strain per WPBM at W6 (left & right wing), $\mu_{e}/MIP = (\frac{-184.81 - 176.17}{2}) = -180.49$

ie: $\mu_{e_{W6}} = -180.49 \times WPBM$ (MIPS)
$\mu_{e_{W6}} = -180.49 \times 10^6 \times WPBM$ (in-lb)
WPBM (in-lb) = $\mu_{e_{W6}} \times 10^6 / -180.49$

These expressions for WPBM can be substituted directly into the Reference 1 stress equations to get a relationship between DADTA item stress and AFDAS strain. Referring back to the stress equations for DADTA Item 92a:

$\sigma_{DADTA Item 92a} (\text{psi}) = -0.01107 \times WPBM$ (in-lb) \hspace{1cm} (for +ve WPBM)

$\sigma_{DADTA Item 92a} (\text{psi}) = -0.01107 \times \mu_{e_{W6}} \times 10^6 / -249.51$

$\sigma_{DADTA Item 92a} (\text{psi}) = 44.37 \times \mu_{e_{W6}}$
and,

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} \ (\text{psi}) = -0.01045 \times \text{WPBM} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]
\[ = -0.01045 \times \mu \varepsilon_{w6} \times 10^6 / -180.49 \]
\[ = 57.90 \times \mu \varepsilon_{w6} \]

The same exercise can be performed for the stress equations for DADTA Item 92b:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} \ (\text{psi}) = -0.02238 \times \text{WPBM} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]
\[ = -0.02238 \times \mu \varepsilon_{w6} \times 10^6 / -249.51 \]
\[ = 89.70 \times \mu \varepsilon_{w6} \]

and,

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} \ (\text{psi}) = -0.02049 \times \text{WPBM} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]
\[ = -0.02049 \times \mu \varepsilon_{w6} \times 10^6 / -180.49 \]
\[ = 113.52 \times \mu \varepsilon_{w6} \]

It should be noted here that Reference 3 also assumes a stress equation for DADTA Item 92a that contained more variables (WSA, and WBM about the x-x & y-y axes centred at the pivot).

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} \ (\text{psi}) = -0.009894 \times \text{LH WPBM} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]
\[ + 0.012762 \sin(\Lambda - 3.8^\circ) \times \text{LH WBM}_{xx} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]
\[ + 0.012762 \cos(\Lambda - 3.8^\circ) \times \text{LH WBM}_{yy} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]

This equation can be further reduced to the following form:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} \ (\text{psi}) = -0.009894 \times \text{LH WPBM} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]
\[ + 0.012762 \times \text{LH Wing Pivot Torque} \ (\text{in-lb}) \]

which makes it independent of WSA. Using the values of WPBM and Wing Pivot Torque (WPT) from CPLT, the equation can be simplified further still (even more than Reference 1, which has separate equations for the upload and download). The following demonstrates how the WPT can be expressed as a function of WPBM, and then substituted into the equation. Note that WPT was calculated using the wing diagram from Appendix C.

This assumes a constant proportion of WPT to WPBM which may not always be the case. However, it is expected that WPT will always be at least an order of magnitude lower than WPBM and therefore any variability in the WPT/ WPBM ratio will have a small effect on the overall result.
At 100% CPLT, $\alpha = 26^\circ$ and $56^\circ (+7.33g)$:

WPBM = 19.5872 MIPS  
WPT = -1.0488 MIPS  
$\therefore$ WPT \div WPBM = -0.05355

\[
\therefore \sigma_{\text{DATA Item 92a}} \text{(psi)} = -0.009894 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)} + 0.012762 \times -0.05355 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)} 
\]

\[
\therefore \sigma_{\text{DATA Item 92a}} \text{(psi)} = -0.0106 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)}
\]

The same exercise can be performed for the other two CPLT load cases. That is:

At 100% CPLT, $\alpha = 56^\circ (-2.4g)$:

WPBM = -7.378 MIPS  
WPT = 0.345 MIPS  
$\therefore$ WPT \div WPBM = -0.0468

\[
\therefore \sigma_{\text{DATA Item 92a}} \text{(psi)} = -0.009894 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)} + 0.012762 \times -0.0468 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)} 
\]

\[
\therefore \sigma_{\text{DATA Item 92a}} \text{(psi)} = -0.0105 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)}
\]

At 100% CPLT, $\alpha = 56^\circ (-2.4g)$:

WPBM = -9.2226 MIPS  
WPT = 0.295 MIPS  
$\therefore$ WPT \div WPBM = -0.032

\[
\therefore \sigma_{\text{DATA Item 92a}} \text{(psi)} = -0.009894 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)} + 0.012762 \times -0.032 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)} 
\]

\[
\therefore \sigma_{\text{DATA Item 92a}} \text{(psi)} = -0.0103 \times \text{LH WPBM (in-lb)}
\]

The above three coefficients are very similar, indicating that the stress is a function of wing pivot bending only. An average of the three coefficients (-0.0106, -0.0105 & -0.0103) can be taken to give a value of -0.01047. This compares favourably with the values from Reference 1 (-0.01107 & -0.01045).

The complexity of the Reference 3 equation has been shown to be superfluous, as it has been demonstrated that it can be reduced to the same format as those equations presented in Reference 1. Because of this, and the similarity of the coefficients, only the
Reference 1 calculations will be presented in this report. Note that Reference 3 does not have an equation for DADTA Item 92b.

The second method of deriving the transfer functions, using % CPLT load rather than WPBM, will now be presented:

The values of WPBM for the corresponding percentages of CPLT load are entered into the above Reference 1 equations, enabling a plot of stress versus % CPLT load to be formulated. The curves are plotted in Figures B25 and B26.

From the strain surveys (References 7 & 8), plots of strain versus % CPLT load were also produced for comparison with the stress plots. The CPLT case generated four curves, and the corresponding wing sweep angles from the AMRL April 1995 test were also chosen to generate four curves (ie: 26° WSA upload, 26° WSA download, 56° WSA upload and 56° WSA download). As expected, the 26° and 56° upload curves were very close, so an average of these two was used - thus resulting in three overall curves.

It is important to note for the plots of strain versus % CPLT load, that there is an "artificial" reason for the different slopes for the download cases. Although the same strain data is being used (as that plotted against WPBM), the different slopes arise due to the fact that the % CPLT load is either a percentage of -2.4g or -3.0g.

Now, the ratios of stress at DADTA Items 92a and 92b to strain at AFDAS W6 for the corresponding cases are as follows. (See Figures B27 to B30 for reference to the values):

26° WSA download:

As done previously, an average for aircraft A8-113 will be determined:

Average strain per % CPLT load, \(\mu_e/\%\)load = \((-17.156 - 17.268 - 17.139) ÷ 3\)
\(= -17.188\)

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figure B30):

Average strain per % CPLT load, \(\mu_e/\%\)load = \((-17.188 - 16.417) ÷ 2\) = -16.803

From Reference 1 and Figure B25, the stress of DADTA Item 92a per % CPLT load, psi/\%\)load = -963.76

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((-963.76 ÷ -16.803\) = 57.36

Therefore, \(\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item 92a}} = 57.36 \times \mu_e @ W6 \) (psi)
From Reference 1 and Figure B26, the stress of DADTA Item 92b per % CPLT load, psi/%load = -1889.7

So, the stress to strain ratio = (-1889.7 + 16.803) = 112.46

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA\ Item\ 92b} = 112.46 \times \mu_{W_6}$ (psi)

56° WSA download:

The average for aircraft A8-113 will be determined:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu_e/%load = (-13.509 - 13.667 - 13.58) \div 3 = -13.34$

Using this average for A8-113, an overall figure can now be determined using the remainder of the test data (see Figure B30):

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu_e/%load = (-13.34 - 12.854) \div 2 = -13.097$

From Reference 1 and Figure B25, the stress of DADTA Item 92a per % CPLT load, psi/%load = -771

So, the stress to strain ratio = (-771 + -13.097) = 58.87

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA\ Item\ 92a} = 58.87 \times \mu_{W_6}$ (psi)

From Reference 1 and Figure B26, the stress of DADTA Item 92b per % CPLT load, psi/%load = -1511.8

So, the stress to strain ratio = (-1511.8 + -13.097) = 115.43

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA\ Item\ 92b} = 115.43 \times \mu_{W_6}$ (psi)

26° & 56° WSA upload (combined):

The average for aircraft A8-113 will be determined:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu_e/%load = (-47.78 - 48.235 - 49.382 - 50.105 - 47.656 - 48.478) \div 6 = -48.61$

The average from the AMRL test (Ref. 8) is:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu_e/%load = (-48.922 - 48.45) \div 2 = -48.69$
Using these averages for A8-113 and the AMRL test, an overall figure can now be determined:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu_e/\%\text{load} = (48.61 - 48.69) = -48.65$

From Reference 1 and Figure B25, the stress of DADTA Item 92a per % CPLT load, psi/\%\text{load} = -2168.3

So, the stress to strain ratio $= (-2168.3 + -48.65) = 44.57$

Therefore, $\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 44.57 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$

From Reference 1 and Figure B26, the stress of DADTA Item 92b per % CPLT load, psi/\%\text{load} = -4383.6

So, the stress to strain ratio $= (-4383.6 + -48.65) = 90.10$

Therefore, $\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 90.10 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$

In summation:

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 57.36 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (Ref. 1, 26° WSA download)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 112.46 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (Ref. 1, 26° WSA download)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 58.87 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (Ref. 1, 56° WSA download)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 115.43 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (Ref. 1, 56° WSA download)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 44.57 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (Ref. 1, 26° & 56° WSA upload)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 90.10 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (Ref. 1, 26° & 56° WSA upload)

Alternatively,

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 44.37 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (for +ve WBM)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 89.70 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (for +ve WBM)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 57.90 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (for -ve WBM)

$\sigma_{@ \text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 113.52 \times \mu_e \text{ psi}$ (for -ve WBM)
A comparison of the DADTA Item 92a stress coefficient for the upload case for the Reference 1 equation (44.57) agrees very well with the figure of 44.37 derived from the +ve WBM cases. The average of the stress coefficients for the download cases for the Reference 1 equation is: \((57.36 + 58.87) / 2 = 58.12\), which also compares quite favourably with 57.90 derived from the -ve WBM cases.

As for the DADTA Item 92b stresses, the value of the upload case for the Reference 1 equation is 90.10. This is very close to the value of 89.70 derived from the +ve WBM cases. The average of the stresses for the download cases for the Reference 1 equations is: \((112.46 + 115.43) / 2 = 113.95\), as compared with 113.52 derived from the -ve WBM cases.

It is therefore considered reasonable to take the average of all the figures quoted above to obtain figures for positive WBM or upload (for all WSA) and for negative WBM or download (also for all WSA). This gives the following:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} = ((44.57 + 44.37) / 2) \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \\
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 44.47 \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \quad \text{(psi) (for upload or +ve WBM, all WSA)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} = ((58.12 + 57.90) / 2) \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \\
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92a}} = 58.01 \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \quad \text{(psi) (for download or -ve WBM, all WSA)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} = ((90.10 + 89.70) / 2) \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \\
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 89.90 \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \quad \text{(psi) (for upload or +ve WBM, all WSA)}
\]

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} = ((113.95 + 113.52) / 2) \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \\
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 92b}} = 113.74 \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \quad \text{(psi) (for download or -ve WBM, all WSA)}
\]

Also, from the earlier results,

\[
WPBM = -(1 + 249.51) \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \quad \text{(MIPS) (for +ve WBM)}
\]

\[
WPBM = -(1 + 180.49) \times \mu_{\text{g6}} \quad \text{(MIPS) (for -ve WBM)}
\]
Figure B19: Gauge response of RFVH13 to WPBM

16 deg. wing sweep (Post-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B21: Gauge responses of LHW6 & RHWW6 to WPBM
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B23: Gauge responses of LHW6 & RHWW6 to WPBM
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B24: Gauge response of Gauge 38/W6 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles
(60% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.), (100% DLL - 26 & 56 deg.) - AMRL Test April 95 - Ref. 8
Figure B25: Stress of DADTA Item 92a to percent CPLT load @ FVH#13
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) Stress eqn. from Ref. 1
Figure B26: Stress of DADTA Item 92b to percent CPLT load @ FVH#13
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) Stress eqn. from Ref. 1
Figure B27: Gauge response of LHWW6 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B28: Gauge response of LHW6 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure 29: Gauge response of LHW6 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
B5: AFDAS location C1, Channel 3, DADTA Items 136, 159.

For this AFDAS location and DADTA items, two methods are presented for the derivation of the transfer functions. The same approach is used in both cases, except that the load to stress equations are more complex in the Reference 3 equations (involving WPBM and WSA) as opposed to those from Reference 1 (involving only WPBM). Both methods make use of the same experimental data. Therefore the two methods essentially end up with the same transfer function; the slight discrepancies are attributed to rounding errors. Each method is shown here, starting with the simpler, Reference 1 equation.

**DADTA Item 136**

From Reference 1, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 136:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} (\text{psi}) = 0.004771 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for WSA=26°)} \]

and,

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} (\text{psi}) = 0.0111 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for WSA=56°)} \]

**DADTA Item 159**

Also from Reference 1, the load to stress equation assumed for DADTA Item 159 was:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} (\text{psi}) = 0.009454 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for WSA=26°)} \]

and,

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} (\text{psi}) = 0.01128 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \text{ (for WSA=56°)} \]

Experimental data (Reference 8) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS C1 location as a function of applied load (WPBM). Using the data from Reference 8, the strain response at gauge location C1 was plotted as a function of applied load. The results are shown in Figure B31. These plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain response. Eight curves were obtained (56°, 44°, 26° & 16° WSA for uploads and the same for downloads). The strains per WPBM slopes are as follows.

\[ +7.33 \text{ g, WSA=56°:} \]

Average strain per MIP, \( \mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 299.8 \)

ie: 

\[ \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} = 299.8 \times \text{WPBM (MIPS)} \]

\[ \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} = 299.8 \times 10^6 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]

\[ \text{WPBM (in-lb)} = \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} x 10^6 / 299.8 \]
(60% of +7.33 g), WSA=44°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 268.79 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 268.79 \)

+7.33 g, WSA=26°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 170.5 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 170.5 \)

(60% of +7.33 g), WSA=16°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 83.453 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 83.453 \)

-2.4 g, WSA=56°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 286.09 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 286.09 \)

(60% of -2.4 g), WSA=44°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 207.5 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 207.5 \)

-3.0 g, WSA=26°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 79.396 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 79.396 \)

(60% of -3.0 g), WSA=16°: Average strain per MIP, \( \mu\varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 21.59 \)
Similarly, from the example shown above,
WPBM (in-lb) = \( \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 21.59 \)

These expressions for WPBM can be substituted directly into the Reference 1 stress
equations to get a relationship between DADTA item stress and AFDAS strain.
Referring back to the stress equations for DADTA Item 136:

\[
\sigma@ \text{DADTA Item 136 (psi)} = 0.004771 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \\
= 0.004771 \times \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 170.5 \\
= 27.98 \times \mu\varepsilon \quad (\text{for WSA}=26^\circ \text{ upload})
\]

\[
\sigma@ \text{DADTA Item 136 (psi)} = 0.004771 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \\
= 0.004771 \times \mu\varepsilon \times 10^6 / 79.396 \\
= 60.09 \times \mu\varepsilon \quad (\text{for WSA}=26^\circ \text{ download})
\]
\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.0111 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.0111 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \times 10^6 / 299.8 \]
\[ = 37.02 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \quad \text{(for WSA=56° upload)} \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.0111 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.0111 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \times 10^6 / 286.09 \]
\[ = 38.80 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \quad \text{(for WSA=56° download)} \]

The same exercise can be performed for the stress equations for DADTA Item 159:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.009454 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.009454 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \times 10^6 / 170.5 \]
\[ = 55.44 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \quad \text{(for WSA=26° upload)} \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.009454 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.009454 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \times 10^6 / 79.396 \]
\[ = 119.07 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \quad \text{(for WSA=26° download)} \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.01128 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.01128 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \times 10^6 / 299.8 \]
\[ = 37.62 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \quad \text{(for WSA=56° upload)} \]

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} \text{ (psi)} = 0.01128 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]
\[ = 0.01128 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \times 10^6 / 286.09 \]
\[ = 39.43 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{C1}} \quad \text{(for WSA=56° download)} \]

The second method, using the Reference 3 equation assumed for DADTA Item 136, is more complex than that assumed in Reference 1, as it has the added variable of wing sweep angle. The equation is as follows:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} \text{ (psi)} = -1.928080E-06 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \times \Lambda^2 \text{ (deg.)} \]
\[ + 3.703670E-04 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \times \Lambda \text{ (deg.)} \]
\[ - 3.555170E-03 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \]

The values for WPBM and the corresponding values of WSA are entered into the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus WPBM to be formulated. Eight curves are obtained (16°, 26°, 44° & 56° WSA for uploads and the same for downloads). See Figure B32.
Now the ratios of stress at DADTA Item 136 to microstrain at AFDAS C1 for the corresponding cases are as follows. (See Figure B31 for reference to the values):

**WSA=56° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, με/MIP = 299.8

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 11139

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((11139 + 299.8)\) = 37.15

Therefore, \(σ_{DADTA \text{ Item 136}} = 37.15 \times με_{C1}\) (psi)

**WSA=44° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, με/MIP = 268.79

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 9008.2

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((9008.2 + 268.79)\) = 33.51

Therefore, \(σ_{DADTA \text{ Item 136}} = 33.51 \times με_{C1}\) (psi)

**WSA=26° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, με/MIP = 170.5

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 4771

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((4771 + 170.5)\) = 27.98

Therefore, \(σ_{DADTA \text{ Item 136}} = 27.98 \times με_{C1}\) (psi)

**WSA=16° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, με/MIP = 83.453

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 1877.1

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((1877.1 + 83.453)\) = 22.49
Therefore, $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 22.49 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CI}}$ (psi)

**WSA=56° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 286.09$

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 11139

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(11139 \div 286.09) = 38.94$

Therefore, $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 38.94 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CI}}$ (psi)

**WSA=44° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 207.5$

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 9008.2

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(9008.2 \div 207.5) = 43.41$

Therefore, $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 43.41 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CI}}$ (psi)

**WSA=26° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 79.396$

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 4771

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(4771 \div 79.396) = 60.09$

Therefore, $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 60.09 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CI}}$ (psi)

**WSA=16° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu \varepsilon / \text{MIP} = 21.59$

From Reference 3 and Figure B32, the stress of DADTA Item 136 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 1877.1

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(1877.1 \div 21.59) = 86.94$
Therefore, $\sigma@DADTA\text{ Item 136} = 86.94 \times \mu e @ C1$ (psi)

The Reference 3 equation assumed for DADTA Item 159 takes the same format as that for DADTA Item 136, as can be seen from the equation below:

$$\sigma@DADTA\text{ Item 159} (\text{psi}) = -9.999400E-07 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \times \Lambda^2 \text{ (deg.)}$$
$$+ 1.445400E-04 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)} \times \Lambda \text{ (deg.)}$$
$$+ 6.37200E-03 \times \text{WPBM (in-lb)}$$

The values for WPBM and the corresponding values of WSA were entered into the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus WPBM to be formulated. Eight curves are obtained (16°, 26°, 44° & 56° WSA for uploads and the same for downloads). See Figure B33.

Now the ratios of Stress at DADTA Item 159 to Microstrain at AFDAS C1 for the corresponding cases are as follows. (See Figure B31 for reference to the values):

**WSA=56° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu e$/MIP = 299.8

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 11330

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(11330 + 299.8) = 37.79$

Therefore, $\sigma@DADTA\text{ Item 159} = 37.79 \times \mu e @ C1$ (psi)

**WSA=44° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu e$/MIP = 268.79

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 10796

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(10796 + 268.79) = 40.17$

Therefore, $\sigma@DADTA\text{ Item 159} = 40.17 \times \mu e @ C1$ (psi)

**WSA=26° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu e$/MIP = 170.5
From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 9454.1

So, the stress to strain ratio = \( (9454.1 \div 170.5) = 55.45 \) 

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 55.45 \times \mu_{\text{C}1} \) (psi)

**WSA=16° upload:**

Average strain per WPBM, \( \mu_{\text{C}} / \text{MIP} = 83.453 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 8428.7

So, the stress to strain ratio = \( (8428.7 \div 83.453) = 101.0 \) 

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 101.0 \times \mu_{\text{C}} \text{ C}1 \) (psi)

**WSA=56° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, \( \mu_{\text{C}} / \text{MIP} = 286.09 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 11330

So, the stress to strain ratio = \( (11330 \div 286.09) = 39.60 \) 

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 39.60 \times \mu_{\text{C}} \text{ C}1 \) (psi)

**WSA=44° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, \( \mu_{\text{C}} / \text{MIP} = 207.5 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 10796

So, the stress to strain ratio = \( (10796 \div 207.5) = 52.03 \) 

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 52.03 \times \mu_{\text{C}} \text{ C}1 \) (psi)

**WSA=26° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, \( \mu_{\text{C}} / \text{MIP} = 79.396 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 9454.1
So, the stress to strain ratio = (9454.1 + 79.396) = 119.08

Therefore, $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 119.08 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi)

**WSA=16° download:**

Average strain per WPBM, $\mu \varepsilon$/MIP = 21.59

From Reference 3 and Figure B33, the stress of DADTA Item 159 per WPBM, psi/MIP = 8428.7

So, the stress to strain ratio = (8428.7 ÷ 21.59) = 390.40

Therefore, $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 390.40 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi)

In summation:

- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 27.98 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 1, WSA=26° upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 27.98 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=26° upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 37.02 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 1, WSA=56° upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 37.15 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=56° upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 33.51 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=44° upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 22.49 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=16° upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 38.80 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 1, WSA=56° download)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 38.94 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=56° download)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 43.41 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=44° download)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 60.09 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 1, WSA=26° download)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 60.09 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=26° download)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 136}} = 86.94 \times \mu \varepsilon$  (psi) (Ref. 3, WSA=16° download)
As can be seen from the above results, in some instances, both of the methods presented here gave identical coefficients for the transfer functions. Otherwise, the coefficients were very close. Where there was a difference, an average was taken as is shown below.
\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 156}} = 43.41 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=44° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 156}} = 60.09 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(WSA=26° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 156}} = 86.94 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=16° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = \left( 55.44 + 55.45 \right) / 2 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(WSA=26° upload)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 55.445 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(WSA=26° upload)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = \left( 37.62 + 37.79 \right) / 2 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(WSA=56° upload)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 37.71 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=44° upload)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 40.17 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=16° upload)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = \left( 39.43 + 39.60 \right) / 2 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(WSA=56° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 39.52 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=44° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = \left( 119.07 + 119.08 \right) / 2 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(WSA=26° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 119.075 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=16° download)

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 159}} = 390.40 \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (psi)(Ref. 3, WSA=16° download)

Also, based on the results from the AMRL strain survey conducted in May 1995 (Reference 8),

\( \text{WPBM} = (1 + 299.8) \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (MIPS) (WSA=56° upload)

\( \text{WPBM} = (1 + 268.79) \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (MIPS) (WSA=44° upload)

\( \text{WPBM} = (1 + 170.5) \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (MIPS) (WSA=26° upload)

\( \text{WPBM} = (1 + 83.453) \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (MIPS) (WSA=16° upload)

\( \text{WPBM} = (1 + 286.09) \times \mu \text{e}_\text{ci} \) (MIPS) (WSA=56° download)
WPBM = (1 + 207.5) x \mu_\varepsilon \cdot \epsilon_1 \quad (MIPS) \ (WSA=44^\circ \ download)

WPBM = (1 + 79.396) x \mu_\varepsilon \cdot \epsilon_1 \quad (MIPS) \ (WSA=26^\circ \ download)

WPBM = (1 + 21.59) x \mu_\varepsilon \cdot \epsilon_1 \quad (MIPS) \ (WSA=16^\circ \ download)

Assumptions/comments:

1. DIs 136 and 159 are in sufficient proximity to AFDAS gauge C1 that the stress/strain at the DI should be directly proportional to the strain gauge output.

2. Strain survey results show that the response varies with wing sweep angle.

3. The manufacturer's stress equation also accounts for wing sweep angle, so if (1) is true, then there should be very little scatter in the coefficients obtained from a range of wing sweep angles. This is not the case and it indicates that the manufacturer's stress equation is not accurate.
Figure B31: Gauge response of Gauge 251/C1 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles
(60% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.), (100% DLL - 26 & 56 deg.) - AMRL Test April 95 - Ref. 8
Figure B32: Stress of DADTA Item 136 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles
(100% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.) (AMRL Test April 95) - Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
Figure B33: Stress of DADTA Item 159 to WPBM - various wing sweep angles (100% DLL - 16, 26, 44 & 56 deg.) (AMRL Test April 95) - Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
B6: AFDAS location C2, Channel 4, DADTA Items 26, 26a, 27, 28, 29.

Note that while DADTA Items 26 and 26a are applicable to both heavyweight and lightweight WCTB's, the strain survey information used in this report pertains to a Part No. 12B7912 tie link only (ie: a/c A8-113 is an ex F-111A and is fitted with Part No. 12B7912 links - see Section 4). [As other sets of strain data become available, care must be taken when using them to ensure that the data are from the same type of tie link].

**DADTA Item 26**

From Reference 3, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 26:

\[
\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item 26}} \text{ (psi)} = 2.336 \times \text{NTLL (lbs)} + 70000
\]

Also, from Reference 1, the NTLL corresponding to positive 100% CPLT load (26° WSA) is: 45830 lbs. (This value is also applicable for DADTA Items 26a, 27, 28 & 29). Therefore, assuming a linear variation, each value of NTLL can be calculated for its corresponding percentage of CPLT load, and can then be used in the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % load CPLT to be formulated.

From the strain survey (Reference 7), plots of strain versus % CPLT load were produced. However, the strain data obtained were NOT from AFDAS gauge C2 (which produced no useable data), but from gauges positioned adjacent to the AFDAS location - NFRTI on the right hand Nacelle Tie Link, and NFLTI on the left hand one. However, the precise location of the NFRTI and NFLTI gauges was not accurately documented. The results presented here must therefore be treated as preliminary and further tests will be required. Nevertheless, four curves were generated (56° WSA upload, 26° WSA upload, 56° WSA download and 26° download).

Now the ratios of Stress at DADTA Item 26 to strain at gauges NFRTI & NFLTI for the 26° WSA upload cases are as follows - (the other load cases are not shown here as the proof NTLL was not available for those cases). (See Figures B34 to B39 for reference to the values):

**26° WSA upload:**

Average strain per % CPLT load, \( \mu \)\( \varepsilon \)/%load = \((70.494 + 67.068 + 73 + 69.174 + 70.763 + 67.349) \div 6 = 69.64 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B40, the stress of DADTA Item 26 per % CPLT load, psi/%load = 1070.6
So, the stress to strain ratio = \((1070.6 + 69.64) = 15.37\)

Therefore, \(\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 26} = 15.37 \times \mu_{\text{E_NFRT/NFLT1}} + 70000 \text{ (psi)}\)

**DADTA Item 26a**

Similarly, from Reference 3, the assumed load to stress equation for DADTA Item 26a is as follows:

\[
\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 26a} \text{ (psi)} = 0.842 \times \text{NTLL (lbs)} + 68470 \text{ (psi)}
\]

Using the same methodology as in the previous item, each value of NTLL was calculated for its corresponding percentage of CPLT load, and then used in the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % load CPLT to be formulated.

Also, using the same strain survey information as for the previous item (Reference 7), the ratios of stress at DADTA Item 26a to strain at gauges NFRT1/NFLT1 for the 26° WSA upload cases are as follows - (the other load cases are not shown here as the proof NTLL was not presented for those cases). (See Figures B34 to B39 for reference to the values):

**26° WSA upload:**

Average strain per % CPLT load, \(\mu_{\% \text{load}} = (70.494 + 67.068 + 73 + 69.174 + 70.763 + 67.349) + 6 = 69.64\)

From Reference 3 and Figure B40, the stress of DADTA Item 26a per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 385.89

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((385.89 + 69.64) = 5.54\)

Therefore, \(\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 26a} = 5.54 \times \mu_{\text{E_NFRT/NFLT1}} + 68470 \text{ (psi)}\)

**DADTA Item 27**

As mentioned in Table 3 (section 4.2), DADTA Item 27 only applies to the Nacelle Tie Link with Part No. 12B7912.

For DADTA Item 27, the load to stress equation (Reference 3) was:

\[
\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 27} \text{ (psi)} = 3.105 \times \text{NTLL (lbs)}
\]
Using the same methodology as the previous items, each value of NTLL was calculated for its corresponding percentage of CPLT load, and then used in the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % load CPLT to be formulated.

The same strain survey information (Reference 7) as for the previous item, can be used in this instance, remembering that a/c A8-113 is an ex F-111A model and is fitted with 12B7912 Nacelle Tie Links. The ratios of stress at DADTA Item 27 to strain at gauges NFRT1/NFLT1 for the 26° WSA upload cases are as follows - (the other load cases are not shown here as the proof NTLL was not presented for those cases). (See Figures B34 to B39 for reference to the values):

**26° WSA upload:**

Average strain per % CPLT load = \( \frac{70.494 + 67.068 + 73 + 69.174 + 70.763 + 67.349}{6} \),
\( \mu \varepsilon / \% \text{load} = 69.64 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B40, the stress of DADTA Item 27 per % CPLT load,
\( \text{psi/load} = 1423 \)

So, the stress to strain ratio = \( 1423 / 69.64 \) = 20.43

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 27}} = 20.43 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{NFRT1/NFLT1}} \) (psi)

**DADTA Item 28**

It should be noted that the Nacelle Tie Links with part numbers 12B7912 (DADTA Item 27) and 12B7906 (DADTA Item 28) are interchangeable on the ex F-111A a/c - see Section 4. Therefore, even though a/c A8-113 is an ex F-111A model and is fitted with the 12B7912 links, it could be accommodated with 12B7906 Nacelle Tie Links (used as spares etc.). The DADTA Item 28 load to stress equation is presented below (Reference 3):

\( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 28}} \) (psi) = 2.248 x NTLL (lbs)

Note also that the coefficient is smaller for this equation compared to that from the DADTA Item 27 equation - this is what would be expected, since the 12B7906 Nacelle Tie Link has a greater material thickness which would lead towards lower stress levels.

Using the same methodology as the previous items, each value of NTLL was calculated for its corresponding percentage of CPLT load, and then used in the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % load CPLT to be formulated.

As with DADTA Item 27, the Reference 7 strain survey data can be used as in the previous item. The ratios of stress at DADTA Item 28 to strain at gauges
NFRT1/NFLT1 for the 26° WSA upload cases are as follows - (the other load cases are not shown here as the proof NTLL was not presented for those cases). (See Figures B34 to B40 for reference to the values):

**26° WSA upload:**

Average strain per % CPLT load = \((70.494 + 67.068 + 73 + 69.174 + 70.763 + 67.349) ÷ 6\),
\(\mu\varepsilon/\%\text{load} = 69.64\)

From Reference 3 and Figure B40, the stress of DADTA Item 28 per % CPLT load, 
\(\text{psi/\%load} = 1030.3\)

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((1030.3 ÷ 69.64) = 14.79\)

Therefore, \(\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 28}} = 14.79 \times \mu\varepsilon_{\text{NFRT1}}\) (psi)

**DADTA Item 29**

The load to stress equation for DADTA Item 29 is exactly the same as that for DADTA Item 28 (Reference 3), ie:

\[\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 28}} \text{ (psi)} = 2.248 \times \text{NTLL (lbs)}\]

Now, DADTA Item 29 is only applicable to the Nacelle Tie Link with Part No. 12B7901, indicating that it is only found on F-111C aircraft. Hence, the strain survey data from a/c A8-113 (Reference 7) cannot be used to derive a relationship between the stress at this DADTA Item and the strain output from the survey.

However, a 12B7901 Nacelle Tie Link (from a/c A8-134) was tested at AMRL in July 1995 (Reference 9), providing the necessary data to derive a transfer function. In this case, it was possible to directly record the applied load and resulting strain output from AFDAS Gauge C2. These applied loads were then used in the stress equation. The strain and stress data are plotted in Figures B41 and B42.

From Figure B41, the strain per NTLL (lbs), \(\mu\varepsilon/\text{NTLL} = 0.1065\)

And from Reference 3 and Figure B42, the stress of DADTA Item 29 per NTLL (lbs), 
\(\text{psi/NTLL} = 2.248\)

So the stress to strain ratio = \((2.248 ÷ 0.1065) = 21.11\)

Therefore, \(\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 29}} = 21.11 \times \mu\varepsilon_{\text{C2}}\) (psi)
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, it is possible to get a relationship between NTLL and strain at AFDAS gauge location C2. From Reference 9 and Figure B41, this relationship is:

$$\text{NTLL (lbs)} = (1 \div 0.1065) \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ C2$$

In summation:

- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA item 26}} = 15.37 \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ NFR/LJT1 + 70000$ (psi) (26° WSA upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA item 26a}} = 5.54 \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ NFR/LJT1 + 68470$ (psi) (26° WSA upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA item 27}} = 20.43 \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ NFR/LJT1$ (psi) (26° WSA upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA item 28}} = 14.79 \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ NFR/LJT1$ (psi) (26° WSA upload)
- $\sigma_{\text{DADTA item 29}} = 21.11 \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ C2$ (psi) (positive NTLL)
- NTLL = $(1 \div 0.1065) \times \mu \varepsilon_0 \ C2$ (lb) (positive NTLL)
Figure B35: Gauge response of NFLT1 to % CPLT Load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B36: Gauge response of NFRT1 to % CPLT Load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B37: Gauge response of NFLT1 to % CPLT Load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B38: Gauge response of NFRT1 to % CPLT Load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B38: Gauge response of NFLT1 to % CPLT Load 26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A5-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B40: Stress of DADTA items 26, 26a, 27, 28 & 29 to percent CPLT load 26 deg. wing sweep, upload only (CPLT a/c A8-13). Stress eqn. from Ref. 3.
Figure B41: Response of AFDAS Gauge C2 to NTL

Equation: \[ y = 0.106x + 16.35 \]
Figure B42: Stress of DADTA Item 29 to NTLL
(load as applied in the AMRL Test July 1995) - Ref. 9. Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
B7: AFDAS location CF3, Channel 8, DADTA Items 19, 19a, 19c, 20, 20a, 21.

Experimental data (Reference 7) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS CF3 location as a function of applied load (FVBM) at various fuselage stations. Using the data from Reference 7, the strain response at gauge location CF3 was plotted as a function of applied load. The results are shown in Figures B43 to B48. These plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain response. It was therefore decided to determine a figure based on the average as follows:

From the strain survey (Reference 7), the average strain per FVBM at CF3 (due to FVBM at F.S.496) was obtained by summing the values of all the slopes, then dividing by the number of slopes. (See Figures B43 to B45 for reference to the values). Note that the values of FVBM@F.S.496 were interpolated from the figures shown in Appendix C.

Average strain per FVBM at CF3, \( \mu e / \text{MIP} = (-78.469 - 73.55 - 79.043) / 3 = -77.02 \)

- \( \mu e_{\text{CF3}} = -77.02 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.496}} \) (MIPS)
- \( \mu e_{\text{CF3}} = -77.02 \times 10^6 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.496}} \) (in-lb)
- \( \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.496}} \) (in-lb) = \( \mu e_{\text{CF3}} \times 10^6 / -77.02 \)

**DADTA Item 19**

From Reference 3, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 19:

\[ \sigma \text{DADTA Item 19 (psi)} = -0.00248 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.496}} \) (in-lb)

The expression for FVBM (at F.S.496) can be substituted directly into the Reference 3 stress equation above to get a relationship between DADTA item stress and AFDAS strain. Referring back to the stress equation for DADTA Item 19:

\[ \sigma \text{DADTA Item 19 (psi)} = -0.00248 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.496}} \) (in-lb)
= \( -0.00248 \times \mu e_{\text{CF3}} \times 10^6 / -77.02 \)
= \( 32.20 \times \mu e_{\text{CF3}} \)

In summation:

\[ \sigma \text{DADTA Item 19} = 32.20 \times \mu e_{\text{CF3}} \) (psi)

\[ \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.496}} = -(1 \div 77.02) \times \mu e_{\text{CF3}} \) (MIPS)
Now, the average strain at CF3 due to FVBM at F.S.531 was also obtained and the results are plotted in Figures B46 to B48. Note that the values of \( FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \) were also interpolated from the figures shown in Appendix C).

Average strain per FVBM at CF3, \( \mu_{@ CF3} / \text{MIP} = (-99.91 - 93.453 - 100.64) / 3 = -98.00 \)

i.e.: \( \mu_{@ CF3} = -98.00 \times FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \) (MIPS)
\( \mu_{@ CF3} = -98.00 \times 10^6 \times FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \) (in-lb)
\( FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \) (in-lb) = \( \mu_{@ CF3} \times 10^6 / -98.00 \)

**DADTA Item 19a**

Again, using Reference 3, the following equation was assumed for DADTA Item 19a.

\[ \sigma_{@ DADTA \text{ Item } 19a} \text{ (psi)} = -0.002761 \times FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \text{ (in-lb)} \]

The expression for FVBM (at F.S.531) can be substituted directly into the Reference 3 stress equation above to get a relationship between DADTA item stress and AFDAS strain. Referring back to the stress equation for DADTA Item 19a:

\[ \sigma_{@ DADTA \text{ Item } 19} \text{ (psi)} = -0.002761 \times FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \text{ (in-lb)} \]
\[ = -0.002761 \times \mu_{@ CF3} \times 10^6 / -98.00 \]
\[ = 28.17 \times \mu_{@ CF3} \]

In summation:

\[ \sigma_{@ DADTA \text{ Item } 19a} = 28.17 \times \mu_{@ CF3} \text{ (psi)} \]
\[ FVBM_{@ F.S.531} = -(1 + 98.00) \times \mu_{@ CF3} \text{ (MIPS)} \]

**DADTA Item 19c**

Using Reference 3, the following equation was assumed for DADTA Item 19c:

\[ \sigma_{@ DADTA \text{ Item } 19c} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00249 \times FVBM_{@ F.S.531} \text{ (in-lb)} \]

Substituting the expression for FVBM (at F.S.531) directly into the Reference 3 stress equation above:

\[ \sigma_{@ DADTA \text{ Item } 19c} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00249 \times \mu_{@ CF3} \times 10^6 / -98.00 \]
\[ = 25.41 \times \mu_{@ CF3} \]
In summation:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 19c}} = 25.41 \times \mu_{\text{CF3}} \] (psi)

**DADTA Item 20**

The equation assumed for DADTA Item 20 in Reference 3 was more complicated in that it involved four variables as shown below:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 20 (psi)}} = -0.002736 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{FS,496 (in-lb)}} + 0.000958 \times \text{FLBM}_{\text{FS,496 (in-lb)}} + 0.1218 \times \text{Fus.Shear}_{\text{FS,496 (lb)}} + 0.000017 \times \text{Fus.Torque}_{\text{FS,496 (in-lb)}}
\]

However, in the CPLT's, the loadings are symmetrical, so there was no FLBM and Fus.Torque acting. Therefore, the above equation reduces to:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 20 (psi)}} = -0.002736 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{FS,496 (in-lb)}} + 0.1218 \times \text{Fus.Shear}_{\text{FS,496 (lb)}}
\]

An examination of the full stress equation above shows that the coefficient for the FLBM term is 35% of that for the primary bending load of FVBM. Lateral bending moments experienced in flight would be expected to be significantly lower than the primary loading action. Similarly with the fuselage torque, the coefficient is more than two orders of magnitude lower than the primary bending moment coefficient. It is therefore considered reasonable to have generated these equations based on symmetrical strain survey data only. Additionally, if the AFDAS strain sensor is located sufficiently close to the DI location then it would be expected to respond proportionally to the stress/strain at the DI location for any combination of load inputs. Therefore, a scaling factor based on a combined load of FVBM and Fus.Shear only would be expected to be the same as one based on any other combination of loads.

Each value for FVBM and Fus.Shear is calculated for the corresponding percentage of CPLT load, then entered into the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % CPLT load to be formulated. Four curves are obtained (56° WSA upload, 26° WSA upload, 56° WSA download and 26° WSA download).

From the strain survey (Reference 7), plots of strain versus % CPLT load were produced. Four curves were also generated for the same cases as mentioned above. Now the ratios of stress at DADTA Item 20 to strain at AFDAS CF3 for the corresponding cases are as follows. (See Figures B49 to B52 for reference to the values):
56° WSA upload:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu e/\%load = (30.338 + 27.202 + 30.496) / 3 = 29.36$

From Reference 3 and Figure B49, the stress of DADTA Item 20 per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 1288.5

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(1288.5 / 29.36) = 43.89$

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 20} = 43.89 \times \mu e_{CF3}$ (psi)

26° WSA upload:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu e/\%load = (21.271 + 19.281 + 21.39) / 3 = 20.65$

From Reference 3 and Figure B49, the stress of DADTA Item 20 per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 1008.9

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(1008.9 / 20.65) = 48.86$

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 20} = 48.86 \times \mu e_{CF3}$ (psi)

56° WSA download:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu e/\%load = (13.953 + 13.375 + 14.343) / 3 = 13.89$

From Reference 3 and Figure B49, the stress of DADTA Item 20 per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 616.47

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(616.47 / 13.89) = 44.38$

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 20} = 44.38 \times \mu e_{CF3}$ (psi)

26° WSA download:

Average strain per % CPLT load, $\mu e/\%load = (8.2342 + 8.1332 + 8.1239) / 3 = 8.16$

From Reference 3 and Figure B49, the stress of DADTA Item 20 per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 513.35

So, the stress to strain ratio = $(513.35 / 8.16) = 62.91$

Therefore, $\sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 20} = 62.91 \times \mu e_{CF3}$ (psi)
In summation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20 &= 43.89 \times \mu_\sigma @ CF3 \\
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20 &= 48.86 \times \mu_\sigma @ CF3 \\
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20 &= 44.38 \times \mu_\sigma @ CF3 \\
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20 &= 62.91 \times \mu_\sigma @ CF3
\end{align*}
\] (psi)(Ref. 3, 56° WSA upload)

(psi)(Ref. 3, 26° WSA upload)

(psi)(Ref. 3, 56° WSA download)

(psi)(Ref. 3, 26° WSA download)

The result here for the 26° WSA download case is not consistent with the other three results. It therefore appears that the manufacturer’s stress equation does not perform in a consistent manner for the 26° WSA download case. The average was therefore taken of the other three cases only to give the following:

\[
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20 = 45.71 \mu_\sigma @ CF3
\] (psi)

This item requires further investigation. The reason for the discrepancy at the 26° WSA download case may be due to the manufacturer’s stress equation, but it may also be due to the AFDAS gauge being located too far away from the DI location.

**DADTA Item 20a**

As with DADTA Item 20, the equation assumed in Reference 3 for DADTA Item 20a also involves four variables:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20a (\text{psi}) &= -0.002348 \times FVBM_{F,S.496} (\text{in-lb}) \\
&\quad + 0.001097 \times FLBM_{F,S.496} (\text{in-lb}) \\
&\quad + 0.004 \times Fus.Shear_{F,S.496} (\text{lb}) \\
&\quad + 0.000281 \times Fus.Torque_{F,S.496} (\text{in-lb})
\end{align*}
\]

Now, in the CPLT’s, the loadings are symmetrical, so it can be assumed there is no FLBM and Fus.Torque acting. Therefore, the above equation reduces to:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma @ DADTA Item 20a (\text{psi}) &= -0.002348 \times FVBM_{F,S.496} (\text{in-lb}) \\
&\quad + 0.004 \times Fus.Shear_{F,S.496} (\text{lb})
\end{align*}
\]

Each value for FVBM and Fus.Shear (interpolated from figures in Appendix C) is calculated for the corresponding percentage of CPLT load, then entered into the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % CPLT load to be formulated. Four curves are obtained (56° WSA upload, 26° WSA upload, 56° WSA download and 26° WSA download).
Using the same strain survey plots as used for the DADTA Item 20/AFDAS CF3 relationships (Figures B50 to B52), the ratios of stress at DADTA Item 20a to Microstrain at AFDAS CF3 for the corresponding cases were deduced as follows:

**56° WSA upload:**

Average strain per % CPLT load, με/ %load = (30.338 + 27.202 + 30.496) / 3 = 29.36

From Reference 3 and Figure B53, the stress of DADTA Item 20a per % CPLT load, psi/ %load = 884.72

So, the stress to strain ratio = (884.72 ÷ 29.36) = 30.13

Therefore, σ_{DADTA Item 20a} = 30.13 × με_{CF3} (psi)

**26° WSA upload:**

Average strain per % CPLT load, με/ %load = (21.271 + 19.281 + 21.39) / 3 = 20.65

From Reference 3 and Figure B53, the stress of DADTA Item 20a per % CPLT load, psi/ %load = 666.72

So, the stress to strain ratio = (666.72 ÷ 20.65) = 32.29

Therefore, σ_{DADTA Item 20a} = 32.29 × με_{CF3} (psi)

**56° WSA download:**

Average strain per % CPLT load, με/ %load = (13.953 + 13.375 + 14.343) / 3 = 13.89

From Reference 3 and Figure B53, the stress of DADTA Item 20a per % CPLT load, psi/ %load = 446.45

So, the stress to strain ratio = (446.45 ÷ 13.89) = 32.14

Therefore, σ_{DADTA Item 20a} = 32.14 × με_{CF3} (psi)

**26° WSA download:**

Average strain per % CPLT load, με/ %load = (8.2342 + 8.1332 + 8.1239) / 3 = 8.16

From Reference 3 and Figure B53, the stress of DADTA Item 20a per % CPLT load, psi/ %load = 329.75
So, the stress to strain ratio = \((329.75 + 8.16) = 40.41\)

Therefore, \(\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 20a} = 40.41 \times \mu \text{ CF3 (psi)}\)

In summation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 20a} &= 30.13 \times \mu \text{ CF3 (psi)} \quad \text{(Ref. 3, 56° WSA upload)} \\
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 20a} &= 32.29 \times \mu \text{ CF3 (psi)} \quad \text{(Ref. 3, 26° WSA upload)} \\
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 20a} &= 32.14 \times \mu \text{ CF3 (psi)} \quad \text{(Ref. 3, 56° WSA download)} \\
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 20a} &= 40.41 \times \mu \text{ CF3 (psi)} \quad \text{(Ref. 3, 26° WSA download)}
\end{align*}
\]

The result here for the 26° WSA download case is not consistent with the other three results. It therefore appears that the manufacturer's stress equation does not perform in a consistent manner for the 26° WSA download case. The average was therefore taken of the other three cases only to give the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 20a} &= 31.52 \times \mu \text{ CF3 (psi)}
\end{align*}
\]

This item requires further investigation. The reason for the discrepancy at the 26° WSA download case may be due to the manufacturer's stress equation, but it may also be due to the AFDAS gauge being located too far away from the DI location.

**DADTA Item 21**

The stress equation for DADTA Item 21 depends on three variables as assumed by Reference 3 and as is shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 21 (psi)} &= -0.00222 \times \text{FVBM} \text{ F.S.496 (in-lb)} \\
&\quad + 0.00209 \times \text{FLBM} \text{ F.S.496 (in-lb)} \\
&\quad + 0.00111 \times \text{Fus.Torque} \text{ F.S.496 (in-lb)}
\end{align*}
\]

Now, in the CPLT's, the loadings are symmetrical, so it can be assumed there is no FLBM and Fus.Torque acting. Therefore, the above equation reduces to:

\[
\sigma \text{ DADTA Item 21 (psi)} = -0.00222 \times \text{FVBM} \text{ F.S.496 (in-lb)}
\]

Note: the average strain at CF3 due to FVBM at F.S.496 (77.02 µε/MIP) was derived earlier (see the calculations involving DADTA Item 19)
So, using substitution, the stress at DADTA Item 21 as a function of the strain at AFDAS CF3 can be expressed thus:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 21}} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00222 \times \text{FVBM}_{0.95} \text{ (in-lb)} \\
= -0.00222 \times \mu_{\text{CF3}} \times 10^6 / -77.02 \\
= 28.82 \times \mu_{\text{CF3}} 
\]

In summation:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 21}} = 28.82 \times \mu_{\text{CF3}} \quad \text{(psi)} 
\]
Figure B43: Gauge response of CF3 to FVBM @ F.S.496
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B44: Gauge response of CF3 to FVBM @ F.S.496
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7

\[ y = -73.55x - 305.88 \]
Figure B45: Gauge response of CF3 to FVBM @ F.S.496
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7

$y = -79.043x + 54.192$
Figure B46: Gauge response of CF3 to FVBM @ F.S.531
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B47: Gauge response of CF3 to FVBM @ F.S.531
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7

\[ y = -93.453x - 297.43 \]
Figure B49: Stress of DADTA Item 20 to percent CPLT load @ F.S.496
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
Figure B50: Gauge response of CF3 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B51: Gauge response of CF3 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B52: Gauge response of CF3 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B53: Stress of DADTA Item 20a to percent CPLT load @ F.S.496
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
B8: AFDAS location CF5, Channel 9, DADTA Item 24a.

DADTA Item 24a

From Reference 3, the following load to stress equation was assumed for DADTA Item 24a:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00834 \times WBM_{27} \text{ (in-lb)} + 0.20 \times \text{Wing Shear@Pivot (lb)} \]

Each value of WBM_{27} and Wing Shear@Pivot was calculated for its corresponding percentage CPLT load and then entered into the above equation, enabling a plot of stress versus % CPLT load to be produced. An example of how to calculate WBM_{27} is given in Appendix E. Four curves are obtained (56° WSA upload, 26° WSA upload, 56° WSA download and 26° WSA download).

From the strain survey (Reference 7), plots of strain versus % CPLT load were produced. Four curves were also generated for the same cases as mentioned above. Now the ratios of stress at DADTA Item 24a to Microstrain at AFDAS CF5 for the corresponding cases are as follows. (See Figures B54 to B56 for reference to the values):

56° WSA upload:

Average strain per % CPLT load, \( \mu_e/\%\text{load} \) = (17.212 + 17.233 + 16.978) / 3 = 17.141

From Reference 3 and Figure B57, the stress of DADTA Item 24a per % CPLT load, psi/\%\text{load} = 1584.6

So, the stress to strain ratio = (1584.6 / 17.141) = 92.45

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 92.45 \times \mu_e@\text{CF5} \text{ (psi)} \)

26° WSA upload:

Average strain per % CPLT load, \( \mu_e/\%\text{load} \) = (10.769 + 11.191 + 10.836) / 3 = 10.932

From Reference 3 and Figure B57, the stress of DADTA Item 24a per % CPLT load, psi/\%\text{load} = 935.83

So, the stress to strain ratio = (935.83 / 10.932) = 85.60

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 85.60 \times \mu_e@\text{CF5} \text{ (psi)} \)
56° WSA download:

Average strain per % CPLT load, \( \mu \varepsilon / \% \text{load} = (6.5276 + 5.735 + 6.6185) \div 3 = 6.29 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B57, the stress of DADTA Item 24a per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 611.22

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((611.22 \div 6.29) = 97.17 \)

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 97.17 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CFS}} \) (psi)

26° WSA download:

Average strain per % CPLT load, \( \mu \varepsilon / \% \text{load} = (5.3628 + 5.0056 + 5.3584) \div 3 = 5.24 \)

From Reference 3 and Figure B57, the stress of DADTA Item 24a per % CPLT load, psi/\%load = 446.34

So, the stress to strain ratio = \((446.34 \div 5.24) = 85.18 \)

Therefore, \( \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 85.18 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CFS}} \) (psi)

In summation:

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 92.45 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CFS}} \]  
(Ref. 3, 56° WSA upload)

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 85.60 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CFS}} \]  
(Ref. 3, 26° WSA upload)

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 97.17 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CFS}} \]  
(Ref. 3, 56° WSA download)

\[ \sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 85.18 \times \mu \varepsilon_{\text{CFS}} \]  
(Ref. 3, 26° WSA download)

Strain data for AFDAS gauge CF5 was also obtained in the Pre & Post doubler tests performed at Amberley in 1990. However, only one wing sweep angle was tested - wings forward with L.E. sweep = 16°. Also, only one jack point was used per wing to apply the loads - "Jack H". See Reference 6.

A relationship between the AFDAS CF5 strain data due to the Amberley test loads and the DADTA Item 24a stresses from Reference 3 (caused by the same loads) was formulated.

From the strain survey (Reference 6) and the plots generated in Figures B58 and B59, the average strain at AFDAS CF5 per % Test load will be:
Average strain per % Test load = \((2.2221 + 2.3327) / 2 = 2.2774\) µε

From Reference 3, the stress of DADTA Item 24a per % Test load (see Figure B60),

\(\text{psi} / \% \text{load} = (198.81 + 2.2774) = 87.29\)

Therefore, in summation:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 87.29 \times \mu \text{ε} \text{ psi (Ref. 3, 16° WSA up & down loads)}
\]

Since only one relationship can be used to cover all WSA and load directions, it was considered reasonable to determine the average of all five equations giving the following:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 24a}} = 89.54 \times \mu \text{ε} \text{ psi}
\]

It should be noted that the loads and stresses in this area are complex and the AFDAS strain gauge is not located directly at the DADTA Item 24a location. It is entirely possible that the strain response at the AFDAS gauge location will respond in different proportions to the strain response at DADTA Item 24a with variations in parameters such as wing sweep angle and loading direction. The average relationship determined here is considered to be the best estimate based on the available data.
Figure B54: Gauge response of CF5 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B55: Gauge response of CF5 to percent CFLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CFLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B56: Gauge response of CF5 to percent CPLT load
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B57: Stress of DADTA Item 24a to percent CPLT load @ wing pivot
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
Figure B58: Gauge response of CF5 to percent Test load on L.H. wing @ jack locn. "H" 16 deg. wing sweep (Pre-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B59: Gauge response of CF5 to percent Test load on L.H. wing @ jack locn. "H"
16 deg. wing sweep (Post-doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990) - Ref. 6
Figure B60: Stress of DADTA Item 24a to percent
Test load on L.H. wing @ jack locn. "H" - 16 deg. wing sweep
(Pre & Post doubler, a/c A8-113 Amberley 1990)
Stress eqn. from Ref. 3
B9: AFDAS location FF1, Channel 5, SLMP Control Point FF1.

**SLMP Control Point FF1**

It should be noted that the stress equation for this control point gives no allowance for wing sweep. However, the plots from A8-113 (Figures B61 to B63) indicate a noticeable wing sweep dependency, suggesting that the equation may in fact have a deficiency. (Also, the slope from the following stress equation is negative, whereas the slopes from the strain survey are all positive). Even though these factors do not inspire great confidence in the results, the calculations are still presented below for completeness.

From Reference 2, the following load to stress equation was assumed for SLMP Control Point FF1:

\[
\sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00198 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (in-lb)} \\
\pm 0.00048 \times \text{FLBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (in-lb)}
\]

Since only symmetrical loads are applied in the CPLT's, it can be assumed that there is no FLBM acting, so the above equation reduces to:

\[
\sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00198 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (in-lb)}
\]

Experimental data (Reference 7) was available which gave a relationship between strain at the AFDAS FF1 location as a function of applied load (FVBM at F.S.448). The values of FVBM F.S.448 were interpolated from the figures shown in Appendix C. Using the data from Reference 7, the strain response at gauge location FF1 was plotted as a function of applied load. The results are shown in Figures B61 to B63. These plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain response. It was therefore decided to determine a figure based on the average as follows:

**56° WSA upload:**

Average strain per FVBM F.S.448, \( \mu e/MIP = \left(188.21 + 182.76 + 190.54\right) / 3 = 187.17 \)

\[
\text{ie: } \mu e_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} = 187.17 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (MIPS)} \\
\mu e_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} = 187.17 \times 10^6 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (in-lb)} \\
\text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (in-lb)} = \mu e_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \times 10^6 / 187.17
\]

Using direct substitution into the Reference 2 stress equation:

\[
\sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} \text{ (psi)} = -0.00198 \times \text{FVBM}_{\text{F.S.448}} \text{ (in-lb)} \\
= -0.00198 \times \mu e_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \times 10^6 / 187.17 \\
= 10.58 \times \mu e_{\text{AFDAS FF1}}
\]
26° WSA upload:

Average strain per FVBM$_{F.S.448}$, $\mu_\varepsilon$/MIP = $(125.37 + 115.6 + 127.17) / 3 = 122.71$

ie: $\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 = $122.71 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (MIPS)
$\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 = $122.71 \times 10^6 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb)
FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb) = $\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 $\times 10^6 / 122.71$

Using direct substitution into the Reference 2 stress equation:

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 (psi) = $-0.00198 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb)

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 = $-0.00198 \times \mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 $\times 10^6 / 122.71$

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 = $16.14 \times \mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1

56° WSA download:

Average strain per FVBM$_{F.S.448}$, $\mu_\varepsilon$/MIP = $(108.83 + 120.82 + 109.24) / 3 = 112.96$

ie: $\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 = $112.96 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (MIPS)
$\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 = $112.96 \times 10^6 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb)
FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb) = $\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 $\times 10^6 / 112.96$

Using direct substitution into the Reference 2 stress equation:

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 (psi) = $-0.00198 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb)

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 = $-0.00198 \times \mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 $\times 10^6 / 112.96$

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 = $17.53 \times \mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1

26° WSA download:

Average strain per FVBM$_{F.S.448}$, $\mu_\varepsilon$/MIP = $(124.72 + 135.58 + 124.97) / 3 = 128.42$

ie: $\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 = $128.42 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (MIPS)
$\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 = $128.42 \times 10^6 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb)
FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb) = $\mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 $\times 10^6 / 128.42$

Using direct substitution into the Reference 2 stress equation:

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 (psi) = $-0.00198 \times$ FVBM$_{F.S.448}$ (in-lb)

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 = $-0.00198 \times \mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1 $\times 10^6 / 128.42$

$\sigma$/Control Point FF1 = $-15.42 \times \mu_\varepsilon$/AFDAS FF1
In summation:

\[ \sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} = -10.58 \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (psi) \quad (56^\circ \text{ WSA upload})

\[ \text{FVBM}_{FS,448} = (1 + 187.17) \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (MIPS) \quad (56^\circ \text{ WSA upload})

\[ \sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} = -16.14 \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (psi) \quad (26^\circ \text{ WSA upload})

\[ \text{FVBM}_{FS,448} = (1 + 122.71) \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (MIPS) \quad (26^\circ \text{ WSA upload})

\[ \sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} = -17.53 \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (psi) \quad (56^\circ \text{ WSA download})

\[ \text{FVBM}_{FS,448} = (1 + 112.96) \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (MIPS) \quad (56^\circ \text{ WSA download})

\[ \sigma_{\text{Control Point FF1}} = -15.42 \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (psi) \quad (26^\circ \text{ WSA download})

\[ \text{FVBM}_{FS,448} = (1 + 128.42) \times \mu_{\text{AFDAS FF1}} \] (MIPS) \quad (26^\circ \text{ WSA download})

As explained in the introduction for this control point, the experimental data indicates a wing sweep dependency which is not reflected in the stress equation. This control point requires further investigation before a usable AFDAS strain to load/stress relationship could be determined.
Figure B61: Gauge response of FF1 to FVBM @ F.S.448
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B62: Gauge response of FF1 to FVBM @ F.S.448
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT A/C A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B63: Gauge response of FF1 to FVBM @ F.S.448
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post: CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
B10: AFDAS location AF2, Channel 10, DADTA Items 36, 37a.

Experimental data (Reference 7) are available which give a relationship between strain at the AFDAS AF2 location as a function of applied load (HTBM at F.S.770.3 and B.L.68.2). The values of HTBM were derived from the figures shown in Appendix C. Using the data from Reference 7, the strain response at gauge location AF2 was plotted as a function of applied load. The results are shown in Figures B64 to B66. These plots are considered to reflect accurate, repeatable strain response. It was therefore decided to determine a figure based on the average as follows:

Average strain per HTBM at AF2, \( \mu \varepsilon / MIP = (938.25 + 942.81 + 943.56) / 3 = 941.54 \)

**ie:** \( \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} = 941.54 \times HTBM_{F.S.770.3} \) (MIPS)
\( \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} = 941.54 \times 10^6 \times HTBM_{F.S.770.3} \) (in-lb)
\( HTBM_{F.S.770.3} \) (in-lb) = \( \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} \times 10^6 / 941.54 \)

**DADTA Item 36**

From Reference 3, it can be seen that two load to stress equations were assumed for DADTA Item 36 - one for subsonic flight and one for supersonic flight. Both are presented here, but it should be noted that approximately 97% of the RAAF’s F-111 flying is performed at subsonic speed.

**Mach No. < 1** \( \sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 36} \) (psi) = \( 0.12600 \times R/H \ HTBM \) (in-lb)

The expression for HTBM at F.S.770.3 can be substituted directly into the above Reference 3 stress equation as such (noting that HTBM is equivalent to R/H HTBM):

\( \sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 36} \) (psi) = \( 0.12600 \times R/H \ HTBM \) (in-lb)
\( = 0.12600 \times \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} \times 10^6 / 941.54 \)
\( = 133.82 \times \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} \)

**Mach No. > 1** \( \sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 36} \) (psi) = \( 0.12950 \times R/H \ HTBM \) (in-lb)

The same exercise is repeated again:

\( \sigma_{DADTA \text{ Item } 36} \) (psi) = \( 0.12950 \times R/H \ HTBM \) (in-lb)
\( = 0.12950 \times \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} \times 10^6 / 941.54 \)
\( = 137.54 \times \mu \varepsilon_{AF2} \)
**DADTA Item 37a**

The equation assumed for DADTA Item 37a, also given in Reference 3, is as follows:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 37a}} \text{ (psi)} = \pm 0.08470 \times R/H \text{ or } L/H \text{ HTBM (in-lb)}
\]

The expression for HTBM at F.S.770.3 can be substituted directly into the above Reference 3 stress equation as such:

\[
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 37a}} \text{ (psi)} = \pm 0.08470 \times R/H \text{ or } L/H \text{ HTBM (in-lb)} \\
= \pm 0.08470 \times \mu e_{AF2} \times 10^6 / 941.54 \\
= \pm 89.96 \times \mu e_{AF2}
\]

In summation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 36}} &= 133.82 \times \mu e_{AF2} \quad \text{(psi) \text{ (M<1)}} \\
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 36}} &= 137.54 \times \mu e_{AF2} \quad \text{(psi) \text{ (M>1)}} \\
\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 37a}} &= \pm 89.96 \times \mu e_{AF2} \quad \text{(psi) (+ve for lower R/H & L/H HTPS) (-ve for upper R/H & L/H HTPS)} \\
\text{HTBM}_{\text{F.S.770.3, B.L. 68.2}} &= (1 + 941.54) \times \mu e_{AF2} \quad \text{(MIPS)}
\end{align*}
\]
Figure B64: Gauge response of AF2 to HTBM @ F.S.770.3, B.L.68.2
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Pre-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B65: Gauge response of AF2 to HTBM @ F.S.770.3, B.L.68.2
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
Figure B.66: Gauge response of AF2 to HTBM @ F.S.770.3, B.L.68.2
26 & 56 deg. wing sweep (Post-CPLT a/c A8-113) - Ref. 7
B11: AFDAS location VT4, Channel 7, DADTA Item 41.

In order for transfer functions to be derived for this location, a ground calibration test will have to be performed. For a known lateral load on the vertical fin (that results in a known VTBM @ W.L.205), the strain output from AFDAS gauge location VT4 can be measured. Using Hooke’s Law, this strain can then be converted to a stress, and thus be compared with the stress predicted by the DADTA stress equations.

Although, as already stated in section 5.11, that this DADTA item will probably become redundant, the stress equations will still be presented for completeness.

DADTA Item 41

From Reference 3, the following load to stress equations are assumed for DADTA Item 41:

$$\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 41}} \text{ (psi)} = \pm 0.03394 \times \text{VTBM@W.L.205} \text{ (in-lbs)}$$

(Tension: +ve L/H, -ve R/H)

and,

$$\sigma_{\text{DADTA Item 41}} \text{ (psi)} = \pm 0.03086 \times \text{VTBM@W.L.205} \text{ (in-lbs)}$$

(Comprn: +ve L/H, -ve R/H)
Appendix C
### 100% Values of Applied Fuselage Loads for F-111 Proof Testing - CPLT 1990.
*Values taken from Reference 10.*

Resultant from applied Horizontal Tail Loads (2 off) at horizontal tail pivots F.S. 770.3

Resultant from applied Wing Loads (2 off) at wing pivots F.S. 487.6

**FS 210.5**
Applied Nose Landing Gear Load

**FS 583**
Applied Main Landing Gear Load

**FS 747**
Applied Skeg Loads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+7.33g</td>
<td>-24953</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244874</td>
<td>-24953</td>
<td>-32.238</td>
<td>-109921</td>
<td>219921</td>
<td>-22.570</td>
<td>-10000</td>
<td>110000</td>
<td>-2.3320</td>
<td>-10000</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Gamma = 56^\circ)</td>
<td>-46842</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244874</td>
<td>-46842</td>
<td>-16.742</td>
<td>-125000</td>
<td>198032</td>
<td>-14.790</td>
<td>-15000</td>
<td>73032</td>
<td>-1.3519</td>
<td>-58032</td>
<td>58032</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.4g</td>
<td>27005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-109166</td>
<td>27005</td>
<td>12.0813</td>
<td>18745</td>
<td>-82161</td>
<td>13.3695</td>
<td>-9584</td>
<td>-63416</td>
<td>1.7009</td>
<td>73000</td>
<td>-73000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Gamma = 56^\circ)</td>
<td>26232</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-136458</td>
<td>26232</td>
<td>7.5129</td>
<td>79013</td>
<td>-110226</td>
<td>6.4708</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>31214</td>
<td>-31213</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.0g</td>
<td>26232</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-136458</td>
<td>26232</td>
<td>7.5129</td>
<td>79013</td>
<td>-110226</td>
<td>6.4708</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>31214</td>
<td>-31213</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:*
- Positive applied load/shear refers to the up direction.
- Negative applied load/shear refers to the down direction.
- Positive moment refers to aircraft nose-up.
- Negative moment refers to aircraft nose-down.

Moment due to wing loads at F.S. 487.6 = \(M_{\text{yx}} \times 2\) (where an example of a \(M_{\text{yx}}\) calculation is shown in Appendix E)
Fuselage Shear and Bending Moment Diagrams at 100% CPLT values
Fuselage Shear and Bending Moment Diagrams at 100% CPLT values
(Values taken from Reference 10).

*Note: Positive applied load/Shear refers to the up direction.
Negative applied load/Shear refers to the down direction.
Positive Moment refers to wing bending up.
Negative Moment refers to wing bending down.
Positive Torque refers to the applied load forcing L.E. up.
Negative Torque refers to the applied load forcing L.E. down.

The dimensions shown refer to the perpendicular distance between the jack points and the 0.26 chord line in inches (mm).

**RIGHT HAND WING SHOWN.**

Wing Sweep Angle (A) refers to LEADING EDGE sweep.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wing Load &amp; Inch from Pivot along 0.26 chord line</th>
<th>+7.33g A = 26° &amp; 56°</th>
<th></th>
<th>-2.4g A = 56°</th>
<th></th>
<th>-3.0g A = 26°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jack 1 @ 300.00&quot;</td>
<td>4609</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-27654</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack H @ 248.07&quot;</td>
<td>29673</td>
<td>4609</td>
<td>34282</td>
<td>0.2393</td>
<td>-231449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack G @ 190.70&quot;</td>
<td>28137</td>
<td>34382</td>
<td>62419</td>
<td>2.2061</td>
<td>-483956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack F @ 120.96&quot;</td>
<td>29673</td>
<td>62419</td>
<td>92092</td>
<td>6.5592</td>
<td>65281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack J @ 103.00&quot;</td>
<td>7106</td>
<td>92092</td>
<td>99198</td>
<td>8.2132</td>
<td>-250131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack E @ 49.77&quot;</td>
<td>23239</td>
<td>99198</td>
<td>122437</td>
<td>13.4935</td>
<td>-120843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values @ PIVOT</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>122437</td>
<td>19.5872</td>
<td>-1048752</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DSTO-TR-1663
Wing Shear and Bending Moment Diagrams at 100% CPLT values
Wing Shear and Bending Moment Diagrams at 100% CPLT values
**100% Values of Applied Horizontal Tail Loads for F-111 Proof Testing - CPLT 1990.**  
*(Values taken from Reference 10).*

**Note:** Positive applied load/Shear refers to the up direction.  
Negative applied load/Shear refers to the down direction.  
Positive Moment refers to horiz. tail bending up.  
Negative Moment refers to horiz. tail bending down.

### FS 770.3, BL 110

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE</th>
<th>Applied Load (lb)</th>
<th>Shear (lb) out of flbd</th>
<th>Moment @ HTPS (MIPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+7.33g</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ=56°</td>
<td></td>
<td>-50000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+7.33g</td>
<td>-29016</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ=26°</td>
<td></td>
<td>-29016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.4g</td>
<td>50000*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ=56°</td>
<td></td>
<td>-50000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.0g</td>
<td>15607</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ=26°</td>
<td></td>
<td>15607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note that the applied Fuselage Load given for this condition is 73000 lb. This is due to a negative applied skeg load of 27000 lb also acting at F.S. 770.3.  
i.e. [2 x 50000] - 27000 = 73000 lb.
WING LOAD REFERENCE AXES
(Reproduced from Reference 3)

Fuselage Centreline

\[ \Lambda = 16^\circ \]

Wing Pivot

M_y

F.S. 487.6

M_x

 Wing Load Reference Axis

B.L. 70.3

\[ \eta \]

Torque

26\% Chordline

Bending Moment

420 in. for FB-111A, F-111C/G & RAAF ex F-111A (SAC)

378 in. for F-111A/E/F (TAC)

Y

X

Z

Shear

Mfg. chordline

Section A-A

Notes:
1. All vectors are shown in a positive sense according to the "Right Hand Rule".
2. Sweep Angle of 26\% chordline = \[ \Lambda - 3.8^\circ \]
3. \[ \eta_{SAC} = \left(1 / 358\right) \times \text{distance from pivot along 26\% chordline} \]
   \[ \eta_{TAC} = \left(1 / 314.8\right) \times \text{distance from pivot along 26\% chordline} \]
HORIZONTAL & VERTICAL TAIL AND RUDDER
LOAD REFERENCE AXES
(Reproduced from References 3 & 10)

RIGHT HAND SIDE SHOWN
View looking Forward

Moment vectors shown in a positive sense according to “Right Hand Rule”.

Notes:
1. +ve F_x acts to the right looking forward.
2. +ve Hinge Moment acts clockwise looking down.
3. Moment vectors shown in a positive sense according to “Right Hand Rule”.
Appendix D
**Applied Wing Loads for F-111 Pre & Post Doubler Tests - Amberley 1990.**

(Values taken from Reference 6).

*Note:* Positive applied load/shear refers to the up direction.
Negative applied load/shear refers to the down direction.
Positive moment refers to wing-tips up.
Negative moment refers to wing-tips down.

### PRE-DOUBLER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Points &amp; inches from Pivot</th>
<th>UPLOAD ( \Lambda=16^\circ )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>DOWNLOAD ( \Lambda=16^\circ )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied Load L/H wing (lbs)</td>
<td>Shear out/dbld (lbs)</td>
<td>Moment (MIPS)</td>
<td>Applied Load R/H wing (lbs)</td>
<td>Shear out/dbld (lbs)</td>
<td>Moment (MIPS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack H @ 248.07&quot;</td>
<td>28759</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28879</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values @ PIVOT</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>28759</td>
<td>7.1342</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>28879</td>
<td>7.1640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4832</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4832</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.1987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POST-DOUBLER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading Points &amp; inches from Pivot</th>
<th>UPLOAD ( \Lambda=16^\circ )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>DOWNLOAD ( \Lambda=16^\circ )</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Applied Load L/H wing (lbs)</td>
<td>Shear out/dbld (lbs)</td>
<td>Moment (MIPS)</td>
<td>Applied Load R/H wing (lbs)</td>
<td>Shear out/dbld (lbs)</td>
<td>Moment (MIPS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack H @ 248.07&quot;</td>
<td>24928</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24864</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values @ PIVOT</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>24928</td>
<td>6.1839</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>24864</td>
<td>6.1680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-4832</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4832</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.1987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E
Example calculation of $M_{xx}$ and $M_{yy}$.

\[ \Lambda = 26^\circ \quad 100\% \text{ CPLT positive load (+7.33 g)} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5. ( M_{xx} )</th>
<th>6. ( M_{yy} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JACK</td>
<td>Load (lbs)</td>
<td>( d_{xx} ) (in)</td>
<td>( d_{yy} ) (in)</td>
<td>Load \times d_{xx} \quad \text{(in-lbs)}</td>
<td>Load \times d_{yy} \quad \text{(in-lbs)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>23239</td>
<td>44.25</td>
<td>23.36</td>
<td>1028326</td>
<td>-542863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>7106</td>
<td>82.41</td>
<td>71.11</td>
<td>585605</td>
<td>-505308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>29673</td>
<td>113.04</td>
<td>43.09</td>
<td>3354236</td>
<td>-1278610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>28137</td>
<td>170.49</td>
<td>87.16</td>
<td>4797077</td>
<td>-2452421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>29673</td>
<td>227.21</td>
<td>99.88</td>
<td>6742002</td>
<td>-2963739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>4609</td>
<td>276.06</td>
<td>117.57</td>
<td>1272361</td>
<td>-541880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
M_{xx, \text{TOTAL}} = M_{xx, \text{JACK E}} + M_{xx, \text{JACK J}} + M_{xx, \text{JACK F}} + M_{xx, \text{JACK G}} + M_{xx, \text{JACK H}} + M_{xx, \text{JACK I}}
\]
\[ = \sum \text{ column 5.} \]
\[ = 17,779,607 \text{ in-lbs} \]

\[
M_{yy, \text{TOTAL}} = M_{yy, \text{JACK E}} + M_{yy, \text{JACK J}} + M_{yy, \text{JACK F}} + M_{yy, \text{JACK G}} + M_{yy, \text{JACK H}} + M_{yy, \text{JACK I}}
\]
\[ = \sum \text{ column 6.} \]
\[ = -8,284,821 \text{ in-lbs} \]

Appendix E: Example Calculation of $WBM_{xx}$ and $WBM_{yy}$ for L.E. Sweep = 26°.
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